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Abstract approved: 

Maize defective kernel (dek) mutants identify genes necessary for the 

successful passage of embryos through the embryogenic and maturation 

phases of embryo development. The goal of this thesis was to characterize the 

developmental potential of three dek mutants that appeared to be 

morphologically blocked prior to the maturation phase of embryogenesis. 

Descriptive and experimental studies of the mutants and their wild-type 

counterparts were used to compare their morphological and physiological 

progression through seed development. Parameters of growth, 

morphogenesis, maturation and germination were measured throughout their 

ontogeny. Two mutants, cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A, slowly progress to 

morphological stages 2 and 3, respectively. Growth and maturation processes 

remain in synchrony with morphology, as indicated by their size, germination 

behavior and level of storage reserve accumulation. Not every facet of 

development is retarded. Both dehydration of the seed and the accumulation of 

desiccation proteins, maize Lea group 3 (MLG3) and Lea group 2 dehydrin 
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(DHN), are more globally regulated, since their accumulation is precocious with 

respect to embryo morphology. This suggests that some aspects of the 

embryonic program are mediated by maternal factors. Genetic and 

developmental characterization of a third mutant, dks8, indicates that it defines 

a pattern gene that functions to specify the initiation or maintenance of the 

embryonic shoot. The dks8 mutant is variable in phenotype; mutants with 

partial and abnormal shoot development are sometimes found on ears 

segregating for shootless dks8 embryos. dks8 is not allelic to other shootless 

dek mutants. The dks8 mutation was isolated from an active Mutator 

transposon stock. RFLP analyses for cosegregation of various Robertson's 

Mutator transposable elements with the dks8 allele demonstrate that a Mu8 

element and dks8 are closely linked. The dks8 allele is under-represented on 

segregating ears, which may reflect either epigenetic suppression of the mutant 

phenotype or a bias against the mutant allele in the formation of the female 

gametophyte. 
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GENETIC ANALYSIS OF EMBRYOGENY IN MAIZE:  
THE DEVELOPMENTAL POTENTIAL OF  

DEFECTIVE KERNEL MUTANTS  

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thesis Aims 

One of the most fundamental problems in developmental botany 

concerns the role of genes in directing the progressive spatial and temporal 

elaboration of the form and function of the plant. Gene action is known to 

regulate development because morphological variation is highly heritable, and 

specific gene lesions may lead to developmental abnormalities. Yet, little is 

known about the pertinent genes and their developmental roles. The regulation 

of plant development has been approached from many directions, including 

descriptive, experimental, biochemical and genetic studies. Mutant analysis 

has been a particularly powerful approach towards identifying developmentally 

important genes and studying their modes of action. 

Many facets of plant development are exemplified by embryogenic 

processes, such as the establishment and maintenance of polarity, the control 

of cell division, differentiation and sequential development. Therefore, the 

isolation and characterization of developmental mutants in a variety of higher 

plant systems has been used to study the genetic control of morphogenesis and 

cellular differentiation. The most extensive studies concerned with zygotic 

embryogenesis have involved two model systems, maize and Arabidopsis. The 

best studied mutants of maize are the defective kernel (dek) and embryo-lethal 

(emb) mutants (Sheridan and Clark, 1987; Sheridan and Neuffer, 1982). Well 

studied Arabidopsis mutants include the embryo-lethal (emb) mutants 
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and Sussex, 1979a, 1979b; Meinke, 1985) and pattern mutants (Mayer et al., 

1991). Few detailed studies of any of these mutants have been attempted 

because of the small size and relative inaccessibility of the ovule-enclosed 

embryo. Also, although a great many embryo and seedling developmental 

mutants have been isolated, determining which mutants represent lesions in 

developmentally specific genes has not been a simple task. 

The overall goal of this thesis was to isolate and developmentally 

characterize maize mutants that were unable to complete the embryogenic 

program. The mutant searches were conducted in lines with active Mutator 

transposon systems in order to create mutations with clonable molecular "tags." 

Two broad classes of mutants were examined. In the first class were defective 

kernel (dek) mutants that appeared to be morphologically blocked prior to or 

during the maturation phase of embryogeny. Some of these mutants were 

examined in detail to determine the developmental potential of these embryos 

to undergo biochemical maturation and germination. The results of these 

studies suggest that such mutants do not arise from lesions in developmentally 

specific genes. Nonetheless, the maturation behavior of these mutants 

demonstrated the existence of separable embryonic and maternal controls over 

maturation phase differentiation. The second class of mutant shows a range of 

abnormalities associated with the formation of the embryonic shoot. 

Developmental studies of this mutation strongly indicate that the mutated locus 

is, indeed, a developmentally specific gene. The association of the "shootless" 

genetic lesion with a Mutator transposable element provides a means of 

identifying the gene product of this locus. 
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1.2 Literature Review 

1.2.1 Ontogeny of the Maize Embryo 

1.2.1.1 Embryo Anatomy 

Before reviewing maize embryo development, a brief description of the 

anatomical components of the embryo will be presented (Fig. 1.1). The mature 

maize embryo consists of a bipolar embryonic axis that contains the 

rudimentary tissues and basic vegetative structures of the adult plant. One pole 

of the axis is a telescoped shoot with up to six leaf primordia subtending the 

shoot apical meristem (SAM). The root apical meristem (RAM) subtends a short 

stretch of primary root at the other extremity of the embryonic axis. The region 

between the first leaf node and the insertion of the scutellum is the mesocotyl, 

where several adventitious root primordia develop. Like other members of the 

family Poaceae, maize embryos possess morphological features that are not 

found in other monocots or in dicots. The most prominent feature is the massive 

scutellum (single cotyledon), which functions not only to store reserves but also 

as an absorptive organ during reserve mobilization from the endosperm during 

germination. Other unique features of the grass embryo include sheaths of 

tissue (coleoptile and coleorhiza) that enshroud the plumule (shoot apex) and 

radicle (primary root), respectively, and the epiblast, which is a flap of tissue 

growing out of one side of the coleorhiza. 

The fully developed embryo lacks the suspensor, which is initiated at the 

first zygotic cell division, and rapidly disappears by mid-embryogeny. This 

embryonic organ is thought to orientate the embryo properly within the 

developing seed and serve as both a source of chemical messengers and as a 
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conduit for nutrient flow from the maternal plant. Therefore, the suspensor 

promotes and regulates the development of the early embryo proper (Marsden 

and Meinke, 1985). 

1.2.1.2 Embryogeny: A Synopsis 

The intricate network of processes that lead to the development of the 

mature maize embryo will not be covered here in great detail. Instead, only 

those facets of embryogeny that are pertinent to the understanding of the 

information in the following chapters will be presented. For reviews describing 

maize embryogeny from morphological and histological perspectives, the 

reader is referred to works by Kiesselbach (1949), Randolph (1936), and Abbe 

and Stein (1954). For more recent reviews of the events in maize embryo 

development, see the works of Neuffer et al., (1986), Van Lammeren (1987), 

Sheridan and Clark (1987 and 1993), and Clark and Sheridan (1991). 

Embryogeny is the sum of the gradual, progressive and highly 

orchestrated cascade of largely self-directed changes that transform the single-

celled zygote into a complex, miniature plant. Although it is a dynamic process, 

for convenience embryo ontogeny is divided into two sequential phases, 

embryogenesis and maturation (Fig. 1.2). During embryogenesis rapid cell 

division and histodifferentiation generate the root and shoot apical meristems, 

which together constitute the most basic elements of the plant body plan. The 

embryo then matures by accumulating storage reserves, becoming tolerant of 

desiccation, drying, and preparing for metabolic quiescence and subsequent 

germination. While undergoing these maturation processes, morphology is 

slowly elaborated through the reiterative initiation of leaf and adventitious root 

primordia by the shoot apical meristem. 
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Maize embryogenesis begins with the fertilization of the ovule. About 10-

12 hours later, a transverse division, perpendicular to the long axis of the 

embryo sac, unequally divides the zygote into a small, cytoplasmically dense 

terminal cell and a larger, more vacuolated basal cell. The terminal cell and 

basal cell are invariably oriented towards the chalazal and micropylar ends, 

respectively, expressing the polarity inherent in the ova. The terminal cell is the 

progenitor of the embryo proper, while the basal cell is the initial for the 

suspensor (Randolph, 1936). The first division of the small terminal cell is in the 

vertical plane. Subsequent early cell divisions lack of regularity in the planes of 

division, which, nevertheless, by 7 days after pollination (DAP) leads to the 

formation of an ovoid, spherical mass of cells, known as the proembryo 

(Randolph, 1936; Kiesselbach, 1946; Poethig et al., 1986 and 1990). 

Continued periclinal and anticlinal cell divisions lead to a change in 

shape of the embryo from radial symmetry to bilateral symmetry, resulting in the 

next morphologically recognizable stage, termed transition stage, by 9 DAP 

(Randolph, 1936; Kiesselbach, 1946). The transition stage embryo is club-

shaped due to the globular embryo-proper at the terminal end, and the 

suspensor "tail" at the basal end. The cells of the embryo proper are smaller 

and less vacuolated than those of the suspensor (Randolph, 1936). It is during 

the transition stage that the three basic tissue types (ground, procambium and 

dermal) are differentiated. Also, during late transition stage the scutellum and 

root and shoot apical meristems are established (Fig. 1.3). 

The scutellum is arguably the first organ to be initiated during the 

transition stage, closely followed by differentiation of the shoot apical meristem 

and, finally, the root apical meristem (Randolph, 1936). Some researchers 

believe that the procambium tissue between the two meristems differentiates 
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A B C D  

Fig. 1.3. Radial longitudinal sections of developing maize embryos. A D, 
stages at 10, 12, 13 and 14 days, showing position of the differentiating 
plumule-radicle axis, as defined by the apical meristems, with reference to the 
suspensor and differentiating scutellum: sc = scutellum, pr = plumule-radicle 
axis, su = suspensor, c = coleoptile primordium (from Randolph, 1936). 

into the scutellum, which forms from the remainder of the embryo proper 

(Raghavan, 1986). 

Histological analyses of developing embryos by Kiesselbach (1949) and 

Randolph (1936) indicate that the shoot apical meristems first become 

recognizable as densely-staining regions in an apical-lateral position in the 

embryo proper (see Fig. 1.2). The shoot apical meristem develops from the 

apical end near the adaxial surface of the embryo, while the root apical 

meristem forms more centrally from the basal end of the embryo proper. The 

initiation of these two "founder" regions of cell groups delineates the obliquely-

angled bipolar axis, which embodies the fundamental spatial organization of 

the seedling and is known as pattern formation. The initiation of the two apical 
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meristems is critical because, unlike other regions of the embryo, these tissues 

retain the capacity for continued development. 

The next morphologically distinct stage is the coleoptilar stage, so named 

for the coleoptilar tissue that forms a ring around the SAM, which bulges out 

from the adaxial surface of the scutellum. The scutellum has a flat adaxial face 

and a rounded abaxial surface with a bulge on the basal half. It has a deltoid 

outline as viewed from either surface, and is approximately 0.5 mm long. At this 

stage, the suspensor is quite prominent, being somewhat longer than the 

scutellum. 

The initiation of the first leaf primordia marks the passing of the embryo 

from the coleoptilar stage to stage 1. The coleoptilar sheath nearly covers the 

shoot apex, forming a circular pore (coleoptilar pore). At this stage the embryo 

is translucent white, sometimes with a trace of yellow pigmentation around the 

shoot apex. The length of the scutellum is 1 mm. 

Once the basic body plan of the embryo and the first leaf primordia has 

been blocked out, morphogenesis continues only in a reiterative fashion with 

the initiation of leaf and root primordia and gradually slows until developmental 

arrest at ear maturity (50-60 DAP). Maize and other grasses are unusual in the 

extent of apical meristem activity during embryogeny (Steeves and Sussex, 

1972). During the following maturation phase, the shoot apical meristem forms 

up to five more leaf primordia (corresponding to stages 2-6) in the shoot apex 

as well as one or more adventitious root primordia in the mesocotyl. The root 

meristem forms a short stretch of primary root before becoming metabolically 

quiescent. The suspensor enlarges until around stage 2 (ca. 18 DAP) and 

disappears by stage 3 (ca. 22 DAP). 

Cell division and enlargement usually exhibit a tight spatial and temporal 

association. However, the cell elongation through vacuolation in the root-shoot 
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(embryonic) axis is blocked until the onset of germination. The result is a 

telescoping effect with leaf primordia nested around the periphery of the shoot 

apical meristem. 

In contrast to embryogenesis, a variety of processes other than 

morphogenesis dominate subsequent development, including the funneling of 

resources towards the accumulation of storage macromolecules, the inhibition 

of precocious germination, the acquisition of desiccation tolerance, subsequent 

water loss, and metabolic quiescence (Sheridan, 1988). 

The onset of the maturation phase is heralded by new protein synthesis, 

including storage proteins that are restricted to embryonic (or seed) expression, 

proteins associated with environmental stress, and, finally, proteins involved in 

the synthesis, accumulation and storage of lipids and carbohydrates (Goldberg 

et al., 1989). The scutellum grows considerably by cell enlargement through 

the accumulation of enormous amounts of food reserves in expanding 

vacuoles. The synthesis and accumulation of proteins during embryogenesis 

has received a great deal of attention in recent years due to their abundance 

and nutritional value or association with stress tolerance. 

The mature embryo is dry and in a state of metabolic quiescence, 

awaiting the proper environmental conditions to resume growth and 

development through germination. The suggestion that seed drying plays a key 

role in the transition from embryo development to germination was first made in 

cereals (reviewed in Mitchell et al., 1978) and subsequently demonstrated to be 

true for various dicots, including French bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.), castor 

bean (Ricinus communis L.), rape (Brassica napus), and cotton (Gossypium 

hirsutum) (reviewed by Kermode, 1990). 
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1.2.1.3 The Role of Abscisic Acid in Maturation 

Diverse physiological processes in the maturation phase of embryogeny 

are regulated by the plant hormone abscisic acid (ABA). Responses to this 

hormone include the induction of specific gene expression, such as the major 

embryonic storage globulin proteins in maize (Kriz, 1989) as well as the Lea 

proteins (Dure et al, 1989 ; Thomann et al., 1992), the acquisition of desiccation 

tolerance (Dure et al., 1989), slowed growth (Hetherington and Quatrano, 

1991), initiation and maintenance of dormancy (Robichaud et al., 1980), and, 

finally, suppression of hydrolytic enzymes (Ho and Vamer, 1976). 

Evidence for ABA-regulation of the expression of specific proteins comes 

from tissue culture, genetic and molecular studies. ABA levels in planta are 

positively correlated with protein accumulation (Finkelstein et al., 1985; 

reviewed in Crouch, 1988 and Kermode, 1990). Exogenous ly applied ABA in 

embryo culture studies leads to the precocious accumulation of embryo-specific 

storage proteins (Bray and Beachy, 1985; Finkelstein et al., 1985; Quatrano et 

al., 1983; Kriz, 1989; Rivin and Grudt, 1991) and Lea proteins (Thomann et al., 

1992; Dure, 1985; Galau et al., 1987; Walker-Simmons, 1988; Kermode and 

Bewley, 1986). Mutant analyses with ABA-deficent or non-responsive 

viviparous mutants in maize and Arabidopsis revealed that ABA-reponsive 

(RAB) proteins fail to accumulate (Rivin and Grudt, 1991). Likewise, fluridone-

treated embryos in planta (Fong et al., 1983) and in culture (Hughes and Galau, 

1991) are unable to synthesize ABA and, therefore, do not accumulate RAB 

proteins. Finally, molecular characterization of promoter regions of Em 

(Marcotte et al., 1989) and seed storage proteins ( Kriz, 1989; Mundy et al., 

1990; Thomas et al., 1992) have identified ABA-responsive elements. 
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It has been shown through embryo culture and genetic studies that 

response to ABA is dependent on both hormone concentration and tissue 

sensitivity. Rivin and Grudt (1991) have demonstrated that both germination 

inhibition and accumulation of globulins in cultured, immature maize embryos is 

a function of concentration of exogenously applied ABA. At ABA concentrations 

lower than 10-5 M, germination is slowed but not completely inhibited and the 

storage globulins GLB1 and GLB2 do not accumulate to detectable levels. 

Early maturation phase embryos are much more sensitive to ABA than older 

embryos, as measured by their germination response in culture (Rivin and 

Grudt, 1991). A similar decline in ABA sensitivity during late embryo 

development has been demonstrated for soybean (Bray and Beachy, 1985), 

rape (Finkelstein and Crouch, 1986), and wheat (Walker-Simmons, 1988). In 

addition, response to ABA must involve a tissue- (or developmentally-) specific 

component in order to restrict the spatial and temporal accumulation of some 

gene products, notably GLB1 and GLB2 proteins, to the maturing embryo. This 

tissue-specific component appears to be the Vpl gene product (McCarty et al., 

1989; Rivin and Grudt, 1991). 

1.2.2 Molecular Markers of Embryo Maturation: Timetables of 
Ontogeny 

The course of embryogeny is variously described in terms of embryo 

size, color, morphology or physiological state. These indicators of 

developmental progression in embryos include linear measurements, such as 

lengths and time after pollination or anthesis, and non-linear measurements, 

including fresh and dry weights, accumulation of specific products, response to 

culture in various media, and staging according to morphological criteria. 

Compared to linear measurements, changes in weights are more accurate 
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indicators of physiological state or developmental stage because they measure 

gross accumulation of maturation-associated products (Raghaven, 1986). 

Morphological criteria provide a more meaningful assessment of embryo 

developmental progress than the frequently used measure of time in days after 

pollination (DAP), since genotype and temperature affect the timing of events. 

Finally, the synthesis and accumulation of specific biochemical markers, such 

as storage proteins, are used to assess developmental progress. 

1.2.2.1 Globulin Storage Proteins 

Storage proteins accumulate in significant quantities and serve as amino 

acid sinks. Seed storage proteins are hydrolyzed to release their constituent 

amino acids for use as a source of nitrogen by the seedling during germination 

and early growth (Spencer, 1984). Globulins are the major storage proteins of 

the maize embryo, comprising 40% of total embryo protein (Khavkin et al., 

1978). The two most abundant members of the globulin family, together making 

up to 20% of the globulins, are GLB1 (60-65 kD) and GLB2 (45 kD), both of 

which are encoded by single genes (Kriz, 1989). These proteins are largely 

embryo-specific (Schwartz, 1979), though trace levels of their mRNA have been 

detected in the endosperm (Kriz, 1989). According to Khavkin et al. (1978), the 

globulins accumulate to somewhat higher levels in the axis than in the 

scutellum. Consistent with their proposed function as storage proteins, the 

globulins are especially rich in glutamate, glutamine and arginine, they are 

packaged into protein bodies, and they are degraded early in germination (Kriz, 

1989). 

GLB1 proteins are first apparent by mid stage 2 (ca. 20 DAP), while GLB2 

proteins accumulate to detectable levels several days later in stage 3 (Kriz, 
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1989; and Rivin and Grudt, 1991). The amount of the globulins increases 

thereafter until late stage 5 (ca. 45 DAP). Their accumulation is modulated by 

the interaction between the Vp1 gene product and ABA. Since the globulins 

accumulate in significant quantities at specific morphological stages in wild-type 

embryos, they can be used as indicators of the stages of differentiation reached 

by mutant embryos. This use of storage molecules as molecular indicators of 

embryo development has been advanced by Meinke (1985), Heath et al. 

(1986), and Sheridan and Clark (1987). 

1.2.2.2 Starch And Lipids 

Two other reserves that accumulate in the embryo during the maturation 

phase are starch and lipids, which are deposited in the specialized organelles, 

amyloplasts and spherosomes (oil bodies), respectively. Starch accumulation 

first becomes apparent around stage 2 when the embryos change from 

translucent to opaque. The starch can easily be visualized when stained with a 

solution of 12KI. Oil accumulation also becomes detectable during stage 2 and 

continues to accumulate until metabolic shutdown. According to Creech and 

Alexander (1978) maize embryos carry 30% lipids. Despite the economic 

importance of maize oil, there is very little information in the literature other than 

dissertations on its metabolism and composition. Suffice it to say here that the 

storage oils are synthesized in plastids and cytoplasm, and they are composed 

chiefly of triacylglycerides (Slack and Browse, 1984). The triacylglycerides 

contain linoleic acid (ca. 50%) and oleic acid (30%) as the major fatty acid 

constituents (Keith and Huang, 1989). These reserves remain intact during the 

quiescent period. As the embryo begins to germinate, these storage products 
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are hydrolyzed and serve as immediate sources of carbon and energy for the 

growing seedling. 

1.2.2.3 Lea Proteins 

Late embryogenic abundant (Lea) proteins were first described in cotton 

by Dure (1985), and cognates have since been identified in maturing embryos 

of many plant species (reviewed in Dure et al., 1989; Skriver and Mundy, 1990), 

including carrot (Choi et al., 1987) , rape (Harada et al., 1989), barley (Hong et 

al., 1988), rice (Mundy and Chua, 1988), wheat (Litts et al., 1987) and maize 

(Thomann et al., 1992). The Leas have been classified into three groups, 

based on shared regions of amino acid homology (Dure et al., 1989). 

Representatives of all three groups of Lea proteins have been described in 

maize: the 14 kD EM cognate (Quatrano, personal communication), 24 kD 

DHN (Close et al., 1989) and 27-29 kD MLG3 (Thomann et al., 1992). Like the 

globulins, these proteins are ABA-responsive. However, in contrast to the 

storage proteins, Lea proteins are not embryo- or even seed-specific. Following 

treatment with ABA, Lea proteins have been induced in seedlings of barley 

(Hong et al., 1988), rice (Mundy and Chua, 1988) and wheat (Berge et al., 

1989) that have been treated with ABA. In addition, maize seedlings 

undergoing lowered water potentials, which presumably leads to new ABA 

synthesis, will accumulate a maize Lea group 3 protein (MLG3) in their leaves 

(Thomann et al., 1992). 

The deduced polypeptide sequences of cloned genes from both  

monocots and dicots indicate that they are hydrophilic, which may allow these  

proteins to protect intracellular components during water stress by controlling  

water-binding characteristics of the embryonic tissues (Blackman et al., 1991).  
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Also, their accumulation kinetics are correlated with desiccation tolerance 

(Baker et al., 1988; Dure et al., 1989; Thomann et al., 1992). MLG3 

accumulates to high levels in maturing embryos immediately preceding the 

acquisition of desiccation tolerance (stage 4, ca. 30 DAP) and then fully 

degrades under the hydrating conditions of germination, at which time the 

seedlings are no longer desiccation tolerant (Thomann et al., 1992). 

1.2.3 Experimental Embryogeny 

The study of embryos in culture has a long history, beginning with 

Hannig in 1904. Descriptive studies of normal maize morphogenesis have 

contributed greatly to our body of knowledge concerning maize embryogeny. 

However, experimental embryogenesis has recently made valuable 

contributions towards our understanding of the regulation of developmental 

processes, including morphogenesis, synthesis of maturation products and the 

role of growth regulators in the inhibition of precocious germination. The focus 

of experimental embryogeny, as defined by Raghavan (1986), has been a 

bifurcated effort, involving the culture of isolated embryos at desired stages of 

development and the analysis of mutants impaired in embryogeny. 

By growing embryos outside of the ovule, it is possible to identify special 

nutritional requirements essential for growth and development as well as to test 

the influence of hormones and other physiological cues suspected of regulating 

important events during embryogenesis and maturation (Walbot, 1978; 

Raghavan, 1986). For example, the proline auxotroph of maize (Gavazzi et al., 

1975) and the biotin auxotroph of Arabidopsis (Schneider et al., 1989) were 

found by culturing embryos in defined media. Also, the culture of young 

embryos in ABA or high osmoticum suppresses precocious germination and 
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maintains or increases the acquisition of maturation-associated 

macromolecules. 

1.2.3.1 Precocious Germination of Embryos in Culture 

"Embryo development and germination are very different patterns of 

development [normally] occurring sequentially in the same group of cells," 

(Walbot, 1978). As previously discussed, embryogenic development involves 

cell division and differentiation, but little cellular expansion in the root-shoot 

axis. Germination is the resumption of development in the embryonic axis 

following a period of metabolic slowdown. Rudimentary leaf and adventitous 

root primordia expand through cellular elongation as a result of rehydration and 

vacuolation. However, as first noted by Dieterich (1924), immature embryos in 

many flowering plants acquire the capacity to germinate after completing 

histodifferentiation and meristem formation (Norstog, 1979). Only through 

genetic lesions leading to vivipary or by removal from maternal tissue are 

immature embryos able to bypass the usual hiatus in development and express 

their otherwise latent germination potential in a process known as precocious 

germination. 

This change in developmental pattern from embryogeny to germination is 

often called a switch (Misra et al., 1985), implying that the two programs are 

mutually exclusive. This on-or-off phenomenon appears to hold when 

considering the normal sequence of embryo development, maturation drying 

and then germination. However, recent studies involving the culture of 

immature Brassica napus (rape), Gossypium hirsutum (cotton) and Ricinus 

communis L. (castor bean) embryos reveal that some maturation processes, 

including morphological responses and storage protein accumulation, continue 
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unabated during the initial stages of precocious germination (reviewed by 

Kermode, 1990). The amount of overlap between these two developmental 

paths is a function of the age of the embryos at the time of culture. Very young 

embryos tend to continue to mature rather than germinate, and more mature 

embryos tend to germinate to the exclusion of maturation in a fashion not unlike 

that of embryos germinating from fully mature seed. However, the rate of 

germination varies considerably, depending upon the age of the embryo at the 

time of culture (Raghavan, 1986). The younger the embryo, the slower the rate 

of germination. An exception to this generality is the reluctance of stage 4 

maize embryos to germinate in culture (Rivin and Grudt, 1991). 

1.2.3.2 Physiological Cues Governing The Maturation/Germination 
Switch 

What physiological cues in the seed inhibit precocious germination and 

lead to the intervening period of developmental arrest between embryogenesis 

and germination? Embryo culture and in situ studies with agronomic crops, 

such as cotton, wheat, French bean, rape and maize, have shown that high ABA 

concentrations and low levels of water provide the necessary physiological 

cues (reviewed in King, 1982; Quatrano, 1986 and 1987; Zeevaart and 

Creelman, 1988; Crouch, 1988; Kermode, 1990). A positive cue to initiate 

precocious germination and germination from the dry seed state may involve 

the GA class of phytohormones. 

Abscisic acid. There is an impressive amount of evidence for the role 

of ABA in the inhibition of precocious germination, thereby allowing maturation 

processes to proceed. Evidence for the role of ABA in suppressing precocious 

germination in maize includes the following: (1) ABA concentrations are high 

in immature embryos (Black, 1983; Jones and Brenner, 1987), ABA levels peak 
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concomitantly with the ability of excised embryos to germinate (Neill et al., 1986; 

Jones and Brenner, 1987), and lag time in germination is positively correlated 

with embryo ABA levels (Ackerson, 1984; Prevost and LePage-Degivry, 1985; 

Finkelstein et al., 1985); (2) developing maize embryos are viviparous if they 

are either ABA-deficient or -insensitive (Roberston, 1955; Robichaud, 1980; 

Neill et al., 1986); (3) fluridone treatment of developing kernels in planta results 

in vivipary by blocking the biosynthesis of ABA through the C-20 pathway (Fong 

et al., 1983); and, finally, (4) exogenously applied ABA at physiological 

concentrations of 10-6 to 10-5 M in embryo culture prevents precocious 

germination of early maturation phase embryos (Robichaud et al., 1980; 

Quatrano, 1986; Rivin and Grudt, 1991). 

Gibberellin. Two lines of evidence imply that active GA is necessary for 

precocious germination in maize. Results from maize germination studies using 

GA biosynthesis inhibitors suggest that precocious germination requires the de 

novo synthesis of GA (C. White Ph.D. Thesis, 1995). Germination was 

abolished by the application of the GA biosynthesis inhibitors (paclobutrazol 

and ancymidol) to pre-maturation phase developing ears of viviparous mutants, 

vp1 and vp5 (ABA-insensitive and ABA-biosynthesis deficient, respectively), as 

well as to cultured stage 3 wild-type embryos. The addition of GA3 to culture 

media containing the GA biosynthesis inhibitors restored the capacity of the 

wild-type embryos to germinate. A prerequisite to the natural role of GA in 

providing germination potential to mid-maturation phase embryos is its 

presence in sufficient concentrations. Although profiles of GA accumulation in 

maize to date have not been demonstrated, studies with other monocots, 

notably wheat and barley, indicate that levels of active GA peak on a fresh 

weight basis in mid-maturation just prior to maximal levels of ABA (Jacobsen 

and Chandler, 1977). 
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The antagonistic nature of the relationship between ABA and GA are 

especially well documented in studies of ABA action in the mature aleurone 

system of barley, where ABA was shown to be a suppressor of the GA-induced 

synthesis of hydrolytic enzymes at the level of transcription (Ho and Varner, 

1976) and translation (T.-H. D. Ho, personal communication). Additionally, the 

role of endogenous GA in dormancy regulation of mature seed has been 

studied in the growth of Avena fatua (Andrews and Simpson, 1969). 

Nondormant seed germinates in basal growth medium, while dormant seed 

only does when the media is supplemented with GA. Therefore, it was 

concluded that GA was not available, possibly because the ABA:GA balance 

was unfavorable. Skriver and Mundy (1990) echoed this sentiment when they 

suggested that " perhaps the maintenance and breaking of dormancy are 

controlled in a fashion similar to auxin and cytokinins i.e., by the relative 

levels of ABA and GA." 

In summary, embryos that have established the basic body elements 

normally proceed to maturation processes and metabolic slowdown rather than 

undergoing cell elongation and unabated growth and development. GA 

promotes precocious germination and probably is present at sufficient levels 

during early maturation phase to promote germination. ABA inhibits precocious 

germination and likely reaches a peak level shortly after GA. Taken together 

with evidence that GA and ABA are antagonistic growth regulators of dormancy 

and germination in mature seed, it seems reasonable to conclude that at least 

the initial decision to follow either of these divergent developmental programs, 

or a combination thereof, is mediated by the interaction between GA and ABA. 

Low water potential. Generally, the endosperm has very negative 

water and osmotic potentials (Raghavan, 1986; Welbaum and Bradford, 1988). 

The high osmolarity of endosperm surrounding the developing embryo may 
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prevent precocious germination by restricting water uptake. That low osmotic 

concentrations can lead to the maintenance of embryonic development was 

noted by Rijven (1952) on his work with the culture of Capsella embryos. His 

experiments showed that the embryonic axes of immature embryos expanded 

only when cultured in media with low osmotic values. Embryo culture studies 

for many other species, including Phaeseolus vulgaris (Kermode and Bewley, 

1988), maize (Rivin and Grudt, 1991), and Lycopersicon esculentum (Berry and 

Bewley, 1992), have substantiated Rijven's finding that low water potential in 

the surrounding environment suppresses the germination potential of immature 

embryos. 

The role of water stress is obscured by its relationship with ABA. ABA in 

embryo culture may restrict water uptake by limiting the extensibility of the cell 

wall (Schopfer and Plachy, 1985), and desiccation has been shown to induce 

the synthesis of ABA (Neill et al., 1987; reviewed in Zeevart and Creelman, 

1988). However, the use the vp5 mutant, which has substantially reduced 

amounts of ABA (6-16% of wild-type; Neill et al., 1986) in desiccation 

experiments has provided clear evidence that water limitations alone are 

capable of inhibiting germination. However, like ABA and GA, the ability of this 

physiological cue to suppress precocious germination changes as development 

progresses. That is, embryo sensitivity is age-specific: younger embryos are 

more sensitive to inhibition by low water potentials. This has been 

demonstrated for a number of species, including castor bean (Kermode and 

Bewley, 1988), rape (Finkelstein an Crouch, 1984) and maize (Rivin and Grudt, 

1991). 
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1.2.4 Genetic Analysis of Embryo Mutants 

McDaniel (1984) suggested that "a major challenge in developmental 

biology is to link morphogenic expression to genetic information." Ten years 

later, the problem of how genes regulate development is still a burning 

question. There is very little information on gene activation during embryogeny 

to date. However, it is evident that genes are involved in the regulation of 

embryo morphogenesis because of the existence of embryo mutants, which 

have defective genes that interfere with both early and late developmental 

events (Sheridan and Neuffer, 1981; Meinke, 1985). 

Maize and Arabidopsis have emerged as the premier model systems for 

the study of zygotic embryogeny in higher plants. The following paragraphs 

attempt to acquaint the reader with the selective advantages of each model 

system, to describe the various types of mutants that have been studied, and to 

summarize the major conclusions about the ontogeny of the embryo that have 

emerged from these studies. 

1.2.4.1 Maize Embryo Mutants 

The genetic analysis of maize embryo-lethal mutants has a long history, 

beginning with Jones (1920), Demerec (1923) and Mangelsdorf (1923). After 

an intervening period of more than twenty years, Lowe and Nelson (1946), 

Brink and Cooper (1947), and Sass and Sprague (1950) studied the genetic 

basis for several defective kernel mutants. Over thirty years passed before 

Sheridan and his associates took up the torch (Neuffer and Sheridan, 1980; 

Sheridan and Neuffer, 1980, 1981, 1982; Neuffer et al., 1986; Sheridan and 

Thorstenson, 1986; Clark and Sheridan, 1986, 1988a, 1991; Sheridan and 

Clark, 1987, 1993). The general purpose of the early studies was to gain a 
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genetic understanding of the mutant condition. However, more recent research 

with mutant analysis has attempted to determine not only the causes of embryo 

abnormality but also the genetic basis of normal ontogeny. 

There are many advantages to using maize as a model system for 

studying the embryogeny of flowering plants (Sheridan and Clark, 1987; 

Sheridan, 1988). The biology of maize is very well studied, and a great body of 

work on maize morphology, physiology, reproductive biology and genetics has 

accumulated since the early 1900s. Large collections of a wide variety of maize 

embryo mutants, including both the dek (Neuffer and Sheridan, 1980) and emb 

(Clark and Sheridan, 1991) mutants have been characterized morphologically, 

genetically and physiologically with respect to their developmental response in 

embryo culture. The persistence of the well-developed endosperm through 

embryogeny and early germination allows for the study of the interaction 

between both products of the double fertilization event. 

The availability of B-A translocations facilitates linkage studies and the 

formation of discordant kernels (see Appendix D on use of B-A translocations 

for gene placement). A great advantage of maize at the molecular level is the 

possession of well-characterized transposable element families, which are 

useful for both mutagenesis and cloning (see Appendix C on Mutatorand 

transposon tagging). At the operational level, having large embryos (ca. 50 mg 

dry weight and 7 mm long at maturity) that develop over an extended period of 

time makes maize embryos amenable for dissection from maternal tissues, 

culture and acquisition of sufficient quantities of macromolecules for 

biochemical analyses. Other advantages include the ease of outcrossing due 

to monoecy, self compatibility, tillering, and the hundreds of sibling embryos that 

can be harvested from each ear. 
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Viewed by the seed component(s) affected, there are two types of genes 

that modulate embryo development: genes which are operative in both the 

embryo and the endosperm, and genes which affect only the embryo (Neuffer et 

al., 1986). Sheridan and Neuffer (1980) recovered hundreds (855) of 

monogenic, recessive kernel mutants in the M2 progeny following EMS (ethyl-

methane sulfonate) mutagenesis of pollen. Two hundred and nine of the 

original 855 mutants were selected for further study. These embryo-lethals 

were called deks, for defective kernel, because both the embryo and 

endosperm were developmentally impaired. 

The dek mutants were classified according to two operational definitions. 

One type were nutritional mutants (auxotrophs), which could germinate as 

immature or mature embryos into morphologically intact plants, possessing both 

the root and shoot systems. The second type was classified as developmental 

because they were never able to germinate even after developing up to three 

leaf primordia (Sheridan and Neuffer, 1981). Not included in their definitions 

are cellular types, which are those that suffer lesions in genes with 

"housekeeping" functions, such as cell division, enlargement and metabolism. 

It was believed that cellular mutations would be cell autonomous and lethal 

during the gametophyte generation or in the zygote. Therefore, cellular 

mutations were thought to be excluded from this collection of dek mutants. 

Among the developmental types were several that were defective in the 

formation of shoot meristems. Detailed developmental profiles of three of these 

shootless deks (cp*-1418, bno*-747B, and ptd*-1130) were made by Sheridan 

and Thorstenson (1986) and a fourth (dek 23) by Clark and Sheridan (1986). 

The mutant cp*-1418 forms a nascent shoot, which subsequently degenerates 

during the remainder of embryogeny. Likewise, the bno*-747B mutant 

establishes the SAM but fails to maintain the structural integrity of any organ. A 
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third shootless dek embryo, ptd*-1130, fails to form the scutellum and both 

apical meristems. dek 23 (formerly dcr*-1428) scrambles the normal 

developmental program before the shoot apical meristem is even established. 

Another set of developmental mutants isolated and characterized by 

Sheridan and his associates included six (dek 17, cp*-1311C, cp*-1385, cp*-

1386A, cp*-1393A and cp*-1399A) which were unable to germinate, either as 

immature embryos or mature seed, even when cultured in MS or N6 media 

enriched with amino acids, vitamins and nucleosides. This was in spite their 

apparent lack of deterioration at ear maturity. These six mutants have been 

described as being defective in embryonic maturation, either in preparation for 

desiccation and dormancy or in preparation for germination (Neuffer et al., 

1986). 

Clark and Sheridan (1991) isolated and characterized another class of 

single-gene, recessive embryo-lethal mutants out of an active Robertson's 

Mutator line. These putatively Mu-induced mutations are embryo-specific and 

have been termed emb. 

Both types of mutant comprise heterogeneous groups of mutants with 

respect to the derailment of normal embryogeny. Except for the sometimes 

profound effect on endosperm development, the phenotypes of the dek mutants 

are not distinguishable from those of the emb mutants. By definition, the 

difference between dek and emb embryo-lethals lies in the additional effects of 

dek mutations on the endosperm. However, the distinction between the dek 

and emb mutations is somewhat clouded. The dek embryos are more severely 

affected than their accompanying endosperm in size, fresh weight and 

morphological progression (Neuffer and Sheridan, 1980). Furthermore, "some 

of the emb mutations are associated with a thickened aleurone," and "necrosis 

was observed in [the basal cell] region of the endosperm in emb*-8515" (Clark 
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and Sheridan, 1991). Together these observations indicate that embryo-

specificity is a relative term. 

All mutants in both classes are due to recessive lesions in single genes, 

which are widely scattered throughout the genome (Neuffer and Sheridan, 

1980). Both types of mutant exhibit a wide range of morphological 

abnormalities in the embryo. Retardation in the rate of growth and 

morphogenesis results in undersized embryos that typically are unable to 

germinate. The majority of both sets undergo developmental arrest during 

embryogenesis, including mutants that are shoot meristemless. However, 

mutants that enter into the maturation phase are not uncommon. One of the 

emb mutants, emb*-8513, is able to develop at least three leaf primordia but is 

unable to germinate at maturity (Clark and Sheridan, 1991), which makes it very 

similar to the six developmental type dek mutants discussed earlier. Both dek 

and emb mutants arrest uniformly at specific developmental stages or in a 

limited range of stages. Necrosis and disorganized growth without commitant 

morphogenesis are common. Finally, the expression of some emb and dek 

genes, particularly those that are active early in embryogenesis, occurs in the 

gametophyte generation, as suggested by altered transmission ratios. 

There are several insights gained into the role of genes in maize 

embryogeny from the study of the dek and emb mutants (Sheridan and Clark, 

1994). Four of the most important conclusions are the following: 

(1) Many of the same genes are employed in the development of the 

gametophytes, embryo and endosperm, indicating that some developmentally 

important genes are active in different stages of the life cycle as well as in 

different tissues. Altered transmission ratios were reported for of the deks, 

including rgh*-1210 and ft-1253B (Clark and Sheridan, 1988), and ca. 25% 

(12 of 49) of the emb mutants tested (Clark and Sheridan, 1991). 
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(2) The regulation of embryo growth and morphogenesis can be 

genetically uncoupled. There are many examples of deks and embs cited that 

continue to grow in the absence of organized morphogenesis, including dek 22 

and dek 23 (Clark and Sheridan, 1988) and emb*-8532. The only reported 

example of continued morphogenesis without concomitant growth is the mutant 

emb*-8513, which is small for its stage (Clark and Sheridan, 1991). 

(3) Normal gene action is required for both the establishment and 

maintenance of the shoot apex. For example, the developmental profile of dek 

bno*-747B indicates that the apical meristems are formed and then lost by 

maturity (Sheridan and Thorstenson, 1986). 

(4) The component parts of the seed are able to develop somewhat 

autonomously. (a) Development of the embryo proper and the suspensor can 

be uncoupled: the embryo proper of mutants emb*-8522 and emb*-8502 

develops into an irregular mass and becomes necrotic while the suspensor 

retains normal morphology, and emb*-8543 mutation leads to a retardation and 

abnormal development of the suspensor, while the embryo proper is affected 

secondarily as a result of the loss of support from the suspensor (Clark and 

Sheridan, 1991). (b) The control of morphogenesis of the shoot apical 

meristem is separable from that of the root meristem and other seed 

components: dek 23 is able to form a root meristem without the shoot meristem 

ever having been initiated (Clark and Sheridan, 1986), and the emb*-8528 

mutation derails the differentiation of the SAM without affecting the suspensor or 

RAM. (c) The development of the axis and scutellum can be uncoupled: the 

phenotype of the mutant emb*-8541 suggests that the wild-type gene is 

necessary for the development of the scutellum and not the embryonic axis 

(Clark and Sheridan, 1991). (d) The endosperm can develop without the 

embryo altogether, as in Demerec's germless mutant (Demerec, 1923). In most 
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emb mutants, the endosperm is largely unaffected even when the embryo is 

grossly abnormal in morphology and necrotic (Clark and Sheridan, 1991). 

1.2.4.2 Arabidopsis Embryo Mutants 

The study of embryo developmental mutants in Arabidopsis is much 

more recent, beginning with Muller (1963, as reported by Meinke, 1985) and 

has since gained much favor as a model system (Usmanov and Muller, 1970; 

Meinke and Sussex, 1979a and 1979b; Mardsen and Meinke, 1985: Heath et 

al., 1986; Meinke, 1982, 1985, 1986 and 1991; Mayer et al., 1991; Jiirgens et 

al., 1991; Barton and Poethig, 1993) due to its relatively small size (8 cm vs. 2-3 

meters in maize), short life cycle (40 days vs. 120 days in maize), small genome 

(haploid genome size of 7 x 104 kb vs. 3 x 106 kb in maize) with little repetitive 

DNA, and ease of transformation using T-DNA from Agrobacterium tumefaciens 

(Redei, 1975; Koomneef et al., 1983; Meyerowitz and Pruitt, 1985; Somerville et 

al., 1985; Estelle and Somerville, 1986; Meinke, 1986; Errampalli et al., 1991). 

A large and growing collection of Arabidopsis embryo-lethal or embryo 

pattern mutants has been isolated out of seed mutagenized with either EMS 

(Meinke and Sussex, 1979a) or T-DNA insertions (Errampalli et al., 1991). 

Mutants that are unable to complete embryo development have been identified 

with stages of arrest ranging from globular to the cotyledon stages (Heath et al., 

1986). Like the dek and emb mutants of maize, embryonic mutants of 

Arabidopsis derail the normal embryogenic program during early stages of cell 

division and pattern formation, or else during the maturation phase in the 

accumulation of macromolecule reserves and preparation for dormancy and 

germination (Meinke, 1991). The study of Arabidopsis embryo mutants has 

corroborated conclusions drawn from the study of maize embryo mutants, 
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including the notion that at least some auxotrophs are eliminated through 

embryo-lethality with the identification of a biotin auxotroph (Schneider et al., 

1989), and that some genes that regulate embryo development also exhibit 

gametophytic expression, as found in mutants 79A, 124D, 127AX-A, 113J-4A, 

95A-2B, 109F-5D, 112G-1A, 115D-4A, 126E-B, and 130B-A-2 (Meinke, 1982 

and 1985). Furthermore, Arabidopsis studies have also demonstrated the 

feasibility of using embryo-lethals to study the developmental regulation of 

storage-protein synthesis (Heath et al., 1986). 

Saturation mutagenesis studies have lead to the isolation of numerous 

embryonic pattern mutants in Arabidopsis and revealed that relatively few 

genes regulate the establishment of the basic body elements of plants (Jurgens 

et al., 1991; Mayer et al., 1993). These pattern mutations transform, delete 

and/or duplicate specific regions of the embryo. For example, the toro mutation 

transforms cotyledons into shoots, the gurke mutation deletes the apical region 

containing the shoot apical meristem, and the doppelwutzel mutation deletes 

the basal region containing the root apical meristem and duplicates the apical 

region (Jurgens et al., 1991). From a developmental viewpoint, the pattern 

mutants of Arabidopsis are particularly noteworthy because they support the 

maize studies (Clark and Sheridan, 1986 and 1991) that revealed that regions 

within the plant embryo can develop independently of each other. 
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11.1 Abstract 

The defective kernel mutants cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A are embryo-

lethal mutants that generate only two or three of the usual six leaf primordia by 

ear maturity (Neuffer et al., 1986). These morphological stages correspond with 

early maturation events in wild-type embryos. To understand the interplay of 

growth and morphogenesis with maturation, we compared physiological 

parameters for these mutants and their wild-type siblings throughout the 

ontogeny of the seed. Our results indicate that neither mutant undergoes 

developmental arrest. Instead, their immature terminal phenotypes are due to 

slow but continuous development. Therefore, the mutant embryos appeared 

and behaved as wild-type embryos of the same stage. We reasoned that the 

genetically disrupted timetables of mutant development would uncouple mutant 

development from global aspects of ear maturation and maternal senescence, 

thereby allowing us to differentiate between those maturation events that are 

controlled by seed-endogenous factors from those modulated by the maternal 

environment. Almost all aspects of embryo-specific biochemical differentiation 

followed the delayed morphological schedule of the dek embryos. 

Developmental changes in sensitivity to water potential and phytohormones 

remained coupled to the morphological progression of the mutant embryos. 

However, the loss of water molecules and the appearance of desiccation-

associated Lea proteins occurred coincidentally in wild-types and mutants, 

suggesting control by the maternal environment. The accumulation of Lea 

group 3 protein, MLG3, followed the schedule of the wild-type embryos, while 

Lea group 2 dehydrin protein, DHN, showed more delayed precocious 

accumulation. 

Key words: dek, maize, maturation, maternal environment, Lea proteins 
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11.2 Introduction 

A fundamental but unresolved issue in flowering plant embryogeny 

involves the relative and specific contribution of the maternal plant to the 

inhibition of precocious germination and the implementation of the maturation 

program. The maize embryo is able to germinate once its first leaf primordium 

is generated, but only if the embryo is removed from the surrounding maternal 

tissues. Likewise, maize somatic embryos germinate after forming their first leaf 

primordia (Armstrong and Green, 1985). In planta, this germination potential 

remains latent while the embryo diverts its resources to maturation processes, 

such as the accumulation of storage macromolecules and desiccation-

associated Lea proteins. 

Culture experiments with developing maize embryos have implicated 

both abscisic acid (ABA) and low water potential on the inhibition of precocious 

germination (Fong et al, 1983; Rivin and Grudt, 1991). The maternal 

sporophyte not only supplies the enclosed embryo with water, but also exports 

abscisic acid (Jones and Brenner, 1987). However, maternal factors alone do 

not prevent developing embryos from germinating. The maize viviparous 

mutants, which are either insensitive to ABA or defective in its synthesis, 

germinate rather than mature (Robertson, 1955; Robichaud et al., 1980). 

Therefore, it appears that the interplay between the maternal and embryonic 

factors determines which developmental program is implemented. The extent 

to which the embryo regulates ABA and restricted water uptake and, hence, 

controls its own developmental fate, is an unresolved issue. 

We used a combined approach of descriptive and experimental analyses 

to investigate the degree to which the maternal plant controls the course of 

embryo development. The focus of this effort was genetic and developmental 
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analyses, using defective kernel (dek) mutants of maize. Among the hundreds 

of dek mutants isolated by Sheridan and Neuffer (1980) is a class of six mutants 

that suffer developmental arrest at morphological stages associated with the 

maturation phase. These mutants were notable for their total lack of 

germination potential both during and after the conclusion of the embryonic 

period. From among these six mutants, we selected two of the best 

characterized mutants, dek cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A, for detailed analyses. 

We were interested in determining why these mutants did not progress 

morphologically and whether they could undergo maturation processes. The 

timecourses of mutant cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A and wild-type embryo 

development were compared by examining growth parameters, 

morphogenesis, germination potential, sensitivity to developmental cues, water 

relations, and accumulation of maturation products over the course of embryo 

ontogeny. The results of these studies demonstrate that cp*-1311C and cp*-

1399A are slow-growing mutants that look and behave like immature wild-type 

embryos. Because this situation disturbs the normal relationship between the 

developmental schedules of the mutant embryo and maternal plant, maternal 

signals that might regulate embryogeny would reach mutant embryos 

prematurely with respect to morphological stage. Our results suggest that 

maternal plant factors can precociously induce both dehydration and a group of 

proteins associated with this process, while all other aspects of embryo 

maturation follow the morphological schedule of the embryo. 
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11.3 Materials And Methods 

11.3.1 Plant Material 

W. F. Sheridan (University of N. Dakota, Grand Forks) and M. G. Neuffer 

(University of Missouri, Columbia) provided the maize (Zea mays L.) defective 

kernel mutants cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A. The mutants were maintained as 

heterozygotes and recovered from self-pollinated ears because the mutations 

are homozygous lethal. Under our field conditions in Corvallis, Oregon, mutant 

kernels are recognizable on a segregating ear around 15 DAP (days after 

pollination) by their small size and pale color. The dek mutants were in a mixed 

genetic background of the early maturing strain, ES478LF (Clark and Sheridan, 

1988), and the large-embryo strain, Alexander High Oil (Alexander and Creech, 

1977). 

11.3.2 Tissue Culture 

Ears were harvested from 15 to 60 days after controlled pollinations, 

husked in the laboratory and surface sterilized with 10% bleach and 0.1% 

Tween-20 (Sigma) for 20-30 minutes. The embryos were dissected free from 

maternal and endosperm tissue under sterile conditions and staged according 

to the scheme of Abbe and Stein (1954). Embryos were placed adaxial side up 

into petri plates containing Whatman filters saturated with basal MS salts 

(Murashige and Skoog, 1962) and supplemented with 3% (w/v) sucrose, 100 

mg/L myo-inositol and 0.4 mg/L thiamine-HCI. For some experiments, ABA 

(Sigma, mixed enantiomers) and GA3 (Sigma) were added to 1011M. For 

experiments with high osmoticum, the sucrose concentration was raised to 
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20%. Embryos were incubated in the dark at 26°C for 6 days. The media were 

replaced by fresh media twice during the culture period. 

11.3.3 Protein Isolation And Concentration Assay 

Isolated embryos were powdered in liquid N2 and further ground in a 

buffer containing 0.05 M Tris-HCI (pH 6.8) and 1 mM PMSF 

(phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride; Life Technologies, Inc.). This slurry was heated 

to 65°C for 5 minutes, vortexed, and heated at 95°C for 2 minutes, vortexed 

again, and then centrifuged at 35,000 X g for 15 minutes to remove cellular 

debris. The supernatant was recovered and the centrifugation repeated until 

the supernatant was free of cellular debris. Protein concentrations were 

determined by Bradford microassay (Bio-Rad), using BSA (bovine serum 

albumin) standards (Sigma). 

11.3.4 SDS-PAGE Gels And Western Blots 

Proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE using 15% acrylamide. Gels 

were stained with Coomassie R250 brilliant blue. For western blots, a duplicate 

unstained gel was electro-blotted to lmmobilon-P membrane (Millipore), and 

selected polypeptides were detected using polyclonal antibodies. GLB1 

antiserum is described in Rivin and Grudt (1991), and MLG3 and DHN antisera 

are described in Thomann et al. (1992). Anti-DHN serum was provided by 

Timothy Close (University of California, Riverside). Antibody binding was 

detected by using donkey anti-rabbit, HRP (horseradish peroxidase)- labeled 

secondary antibodies (Amersham) and the ECL (enhanced chemiluminescent) 

reagent (Amersham) according to the manufacturer's directions. 
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11.3.5 Lipid Determination 

Total lipid accumulation in developing kernels was measured by 

analytical nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) with an Oxford Analytical NMR, 

Version 110. Ears were harvested from 10 to 60 days following controlled 

pollinations. After determining the embryo morphological stages, whole ears 

were dried at 40°C until there was no decrease in kernel weight. Just prior to 

NMR measurement, isolated kernels were returned to the 40°C oven for several 

days and then brought to room temperature under vacuum. Random samples 

composed of at least 4 kernels were weighed and then inserted into the Oxford 

Analytical NMR, which was calibrated with a kernel sample of known lipid 

percentage. For each unknown, the average of three independent 

measurements was recorded. 

11.3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Embryos were excised from the kernels and then immediately immersed 

in a solution of 6.25% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M cacodylate buffer, pH 6.8. After a 

gentle 15 minute vacuum infiltration, the samples were left in the fixative for 24 

hours at 4°C. The samples were then moved through solutions of increasing 

concentrations (50/70/100) of acetone in water and then a graded series 

(50/70/100) of trichlorotrifluroethane (TF) in acetone. At least one hour lapsed 

between solution changes. From absolute TF, samples were critical point dried 

following the method of Cohen et al. (1968) in a BOMAR SPC-900 CP dryer. 

Specimens were then mounted on aluminum planchettes using a silver high 

conductivity paint for adhesion (Electrodag 915, Acheson Colloids Co.). Finally, 

the samples were sputter-coated with approximately 180A of 60 gold/40 

platinum in a Varian VE-10 vacuum evaporator at 10-5 Torr. Examination was 
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made using an AMRAY 1000A SEM. Images were recorded on Polaroid Type 

55 positive/negative 4 x 5 format film. 

11.3.7 Respiration Measurements 

To determine the respiration rates for developing kernels, 20-kernel 

samples of fresh wild-type and mutant kernels were excised from developing 

ears and placed into 50 mL flasks. The top of the flasks were sealed with 

rubber stoppers immediately prior to taking the first air samples from the flasks. 

Air samples of one mL were periodically removed from the flasks with a syringe 

and injected into a gas chromatograph, which measured CO2 percentages. 

Following the chromatography, embryos were sized and staged. The samples 

were then dried for one week at 40°C and weighed for data normalization. 

To determine the respiration rates for ear-mature mutant seed prior to 

imbibition, samples of 50 kernels were weighed and then subjected to gas 

chromatography. To ascertain the respiration rates of mature imbibed seed, 

kernels were removed from dry ears, weighed, and then sterilized by soaking in 

10% bleach plus 0.1% Tween-20 for 30 minutes. After thorough rinsing with 

sterile water, the kernels were immersed in sterile water for 2 days at 4°C. 

Finally, 20 to 30 kernel-samples were incubated in the dark at 26°C for 3 days 

prior to the measurement of CO2 evolution by gas chromatography. All CO2 

measurements were taken at room temperature. 
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11.4 Results 

11.4.1 cp*-1311C And cp*-1399A Embryos Grow Slowly Rather
Than Undergoing Developmental Arrest 

Sheridan and Neuffer (1980) proposed that the dek kernels' immature 

terminal phenotypes were due to their developmental arrest and subsequent 

failure to develop further. However, our preliminary studies documenting 

mutant phenotypes indicated that mutant development was slow but steady. To 

distinguish between these alternative models explaining the immature terminal 

phenotypes, we constructed growth and morphological profiles for mutant and 

wild-type embryos. 

Because the dek mutations are homozygous lethal, mutant kernels were 

recovered from ears of self-pollinated heterozygotes. The altered phenotypic 

characteristics of both cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A mutant kernels are sufficiently 

great to distinguish them from their wild-type siblings around 16 DAP, a time 

when only the wild-type embryos have begun to mature. Mutant kernels are 

noticeably smaller and more pale due to their failure at this time to accumulate 

the yellow-colored carotenoids. However, this phenotype makes them very 

difficult to differentiate from other kernels aborting for such reasons as 

excessively high temperatures, inadequate assimilate supply (Jones and 

Simmons, 1983; Tollenaar and Daynard, 1978) and chromosomal aberrations. 

However, dek endosperm begins to solidify and become white and opaque by 

18 DAP, whereas aborted kernel endosperm remains liquid and clear until 

much later (ca. 35 DAP) when they become dry and necrotic. Hence, we could 

collect unequivocal samples of mutant kernels from 18 DAP onwards at 

intervals throughout the remaining ontogeny of the seed. So that comparisons 

could be made between mutant and wild-type siblings of the same 
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morphological stage, the sampling of wild-type kernels began several days 

earlier. All 12 DAP embryos, including those dissected from ears that later 

proved to be segregating for mutant kernels, were at the transition stage. 

Size comparisons of developing dek and wild-type embryos were made 

from fresh dissections under a dissection microscope with an ocular scale. The 

embryos were staged according to the scheme of Abbe and Stein (1954). 

Cumulative profiles of growth and morphogenesis (Fig. 11.1) show the size of 

dek and wild-type embryos relative to their morphological stage and calendar 

age in days after pollination (DAP). By 18 DAP morphological progression of 

the mutant embryos already lags behind that of their wild-type counterparts. 

The mutant embryos are at the coleoptilar stage and their wild-type siblings are 

at stage 1 or 2. The pace of subsequent mutant development is slow but 

continuous until maternal plant senescence, at which time cp*-1311C and cp*-

1399A mutant embryos have barely reached stages 2 and 3, respectively. 

To learn whether this continued growth was also reflected by steady 

weight gain, we generated weight profiles for dek and wild-type embryos. 

Freshly dissected embryos were weighed, dried at 40 °C until they no longer lost 

weight, and then re-weighed. Water weights were calculated by subtracting the 

dry mass from the fresh weights. Like the length and morphological data, the 

weight profile of cp*-1399A indicates that the mutant embryos continue to grow 

at a slow but steady pace (Fig. II.2A). When compared to their wild-type siblings 

by age and stage, the water and dry weights of both cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A 

mutant embryos were appropriate for their morphological stages (Fig. II.2B). 

Size and morphology remain coupled throughout mutant embryo 

development. There is neither deviation from the normal morphological 

sequence nor lack of coordination between organs. For example, the 
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Fig. 11.1. Profiles of growth and morphogenesis for dek and wild-type sibling 
embryos. Embryos were staged by shoot morphology according to the 
classification scheme of Abbe and Stein (1954). T = transition stage, C = 
coleoptilar stage, 1-6 refer to the number of leaf primordia. (Bars represent 
s.e.m.). 

suspensor of both mutants persists much longer in time, disappearing only if or 

when a third leaf primordia arises. Traces of the suspensor are still present in 

the ear-mature (ca. 60 DAP) cp*-1311C mutant. cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A 
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Fig. 11.2. Profiles of embryo dry (2) and water (0) weights. A. Timecourse 
comparison of cp*-1399A and wild-type embryo weights. Bars represent s.e.m. 
B. Comparison of cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A weights with that of their wild-type 
siblings, matched by calendar age and morphological stage. (Note the different 
scales on the y-axes). 

embryos exhibit no gross morphological abnormalities and appear as normal 

but immature wild-type embryos (Fig. 11.3). 

The slow but continuous morphological progression suggested that 

metabolic rates in the mutants were abnormally low. To test this possibility, the 

respiration rates of developing cp*-1399A (21 DAP) and wild-type (13 DAP) 

kernels were compared by measuring CO2 evolution through gas 
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Wild-type cp*-1399A 

Fig. 11.3. Scanning electron micrographs with adaxial views of stage 1 wild-type 
(18 DAP) and mutant cp*-1399A (25 DAP) embryos. 

chromatography and normalizing the data by dry weight. Fresh samples of 20 

kernels from greenhouse-grown plants were matched by embryo size (1.6 to 1.7 

mm), embryo stage (1-2), and kernel dry weight (10 mg per kernel). As shown 

in Fig. 11.4, the rate of wild-type kernel respiration is roughly twice that of dek 

cp*-1399A mutant kernels. The reduced metabolic rate of the mutants 

appears to account for their sluggish developmental progress. We did not 

measure the respiration rate of developing dek cp*-13110 kernels. 

Because the mutant embryos grow slowly, one might expect dek pollen 

to grow slowly and compete poorly with pollen carrying the wild-type alleles. To 

test whether dek and wild-type alleles were transmitted unequally, we 

performed segregation analyses for both dek cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A. Wild-
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Fig. 11.4. Respiration curves for developing dek cp*-1399A and wild-type 
kernels, matched by embryo stage (1-2) and size (both scutellum length and 
kernel dry weight). CO2 production was measured via gas chromatography. 

type kernels from segregating ears were grown, and each plant was self-

pollinated. The ears from these plants were scored for the presence of mutant 

kernels to determine whether the parent plant was homozygous wild-type or 

heterozygous for the dek allele. The predicted monohybrid ratio of 

heterozygotes to homozygotes among these wild-type individuals was 2:1. The 

data indicate that the cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A alleles transmit equally with 

the wild-type alleles (Table 11.1). 

11.4.2 cp*-1399A Embryos Respond to Physiological Cues
Appropriately for Their Morphological Stage 

Because the dek mutants are slow-growing but otherwise normal-

appearing embryos, we wished to determine whether the physiological states of 

the mutant embryos were consistent with that of wild-type embryos of the same 
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Table 11.1. Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests for the predicted monohybrid ratio 
of 2 heterozygotes:1 homozygote from the wild-type kernels of ears segregating 
for the dek mutations. Data were pooled from three families for cp*-1311C and 
eleven families for cp*-1399A. Determination of genotypes were made by self-
pollinating ears on each individual. 

cp*-1311C cp*-1399A 

Observed Expected Observed Expected 
Genotype number number number number 

dek/+ 148 155 227 220 

+1+ 85 77 104 111 

x2= 0.95, P>0.35 x2= 0.66, P>0.40 

morphological stages. One way to reveal the physiological condition of 

developing embryos is to assay their germination behavior in culture. The dek 

mutants were notable to Sheridan and Neuffer (1980) for their failure to 

germinate either precociously as isolated stage 1 embryos or as mature 

embryos from dry seed, despite their healthy-appearing radicle and leaf 

primordia. However, the germination response and hormone sensitivity of 

excised wild-type embryos changes substantially over the course of their 

ontogeny (Rivin and Grudt, 1991). Therefore, we re-examined the potential of 

the dek mutants to undergo precocious germination in the presence of 

phytohormones and high osmoticum. 

Mutant and wild-type embryos were excised from the kernels at various 

time points during their development, cultured for 6 days in various media, and 

then scored for germination. The media used were hormone-free GM, GM plus 

20% sucrose, and GM plus 10 iiM ABA. Much evidence implicates both high 
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osmoticum and ABA in the inhibition of precocious germination for many plant 

species (reviewed in Kermode, 1990), including maize (Robichaud et al., 1980; 

Rivin and Grudt, 1991). 

Wild-type embryos showed a stage-dependent sensitivity to these 

physiological cues. Both high osmoticum and ABA inhibit the germination of 

stage 2-3 wild-type embryos (Table II.2). By stage 5, wild-type embryos have 

lost their sensitivity to both inhibitors, though high osmoticum slows germination 

enough so that not all wild-type embryos had germinated by the end of the 

culture period (day 6). cp*-1399A embryos were able to germinate in GM, but 

they remained sensitive to the inhibitory effects of osmoticum and ABA. 

Therefore, cp*-1399A embryos behave in a stage- rather than calendar age-

appropriate manner. The single difference between germination of same-

staged mutant and wild-type embryos was that cp*-1399A embryos germinated 

more slowly. 

Occasionally, the spindly mutant seedlings were able to green and 

expand up to three leaf primordia before undergoing necrosis (Fig. 11.5). Since 

it is possible that cp*-1399A is an auxotroph, dek embryos were cultured in 20% 

coconut milk, which has a complex of essential nutrients, vitamins and growth 

regulators. The cp*-1399A embryos germinated, but this treatment did not 

increase their survivability when we extended the culture period to several 

weeks. In contrast, cp*-1311C embryos were unable to germinate. The axes of 

cp*-1311C embryos swelled in GM but did not lead to emergence of the 

coleoptile or radicle. Culture in 20% coconut milk had no effect on germination. 

Since mutant cp*-1399A embryos were able to germinate throughout 

their ontogeny, we were interested in discovering why they were unable to 

germinate from dry, mature ears. Explanations for the failure of mature, dry 

mutant seeds to germinate include the presence of a germination inhibitor in the 
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Table 11.2. Germination percentiles for developing dek cp*-1399A and wild-
type (WT) embryos, matched by stage and calendar age. Embryos were 
cultured for six days in various media. GM = growth medium; OS = osmoticum 
(20% sucrose); ABA = 10 vEM abscisic acid. 

DAP 22-24 50 

Stage 2-3 5-6 
Media WT dek WT 

GM 100 86 100 

OS 0 0 76 

ABA 10 0 100 

Fig. 11.5. dek cp*-1399A seedlings. 50 DAP embryos were cultured for 6 days. 
These spindly seedlings are able to elongate up to three leaves before they 
become necrotic and die. 
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endosperm or the lack of a growth stimulus, such as insufficient active GA. 

and wild-type samples of 20 kernels and 20 isolated embryos from three mature 

ears were cultured in water or GM. All wild-type kernels and isolated embryos 

germinated by day 3. However, the mutants became necrotic without ever 

showing any sign of germination when cultured for 14 days. The addition of 10 

pM GA3 to GM in a duplicate experiment did not lead to a germination response 

in the mutants. 

Another explanation for the failure of dry cp*-1399A to germinate after 

drying is that they are intolerant of desiccation and subsequent imbibition. To 

test for viability, we quantified the production of CO2 by imbibed seed through 

gas chromatography. Mature, dry kernels were imbibed in GM for 24 hours and 

then aseptically cultured for 3 days at 250C. As shown in Fig. 11.6, the 

respiration rates of wild-type kernels were ten-fold greater than that of the 

mutants, as opposed to only two-fold greater in the immature kernel respiration 

measurements (see Fig. 11.4). It is clear that the mutant kernels were respiring 

because their respiration rates were an order of magnitude higher than that of 

quiescent, non-imbibed kernels. We do not know if the low rate of respiration is 

due to the survival of only specific seed tissues. 

11.4.3 Most Maturation-Associated Events Follow Morphological
Timetables 

To determine whether biochemical differentiation occurred on a seed-

autonomous schedule or became uncoupled from morphogenesis and followed 

their own timetables of development, wild-type and dek embryos were checked 

for their accumulation of pigments, storage macromolecules and Lea proteins. 

Carotenoid and anthocyanin accumulation were assayed visually and found to 
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Fig. 11.6. Respiration of ear-mature mutant and wild-type kernels. CO2 
generation was measured by gas chromatography. A. Comparison of 
respiration rates for mutant and wild-type sibling kernels following imbibition 
and 3 day incubation in basal growth medium at 25 °C in the dark. B. 
Respiration rates for imbibed and cultured mutant kernels compared to that of 
dry seed. 
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accumulate in mutant embryos in accordance with their morphological 

schedules. Cumulative lipid profiles for deks and their wild-type siblings were 

generated by measuring the total lipid content of dried kernels, using an Oxford 

Analytical NMR (Fig. 11.7). deks accumulated lipids very slowly, so that their lipid 

quantities were far below those of their same-aged siblings. However, the lipid 

percentages were appropriate for the size and morphological stages attained, 

showing that mutant lipid accumulation also remains coupled to morphogenesis 

and overall growth rate. 

In contrast to the stage-appropriate pattern of pigments and lipid 

accumulation, immature embryo protein profiles suggest that embryos do 

respond to changes in the maternal or seed environment. dek protein profiles 

were not what would be expected for the same-staged wild-types. Instead, dek 

embryos have unique polypeptide profiles, possessing bands and band 

intensities characteristic of wild-type embryos of both the same age and the 

same stage (Fig. 11.8). 

Since the dek embryos appeared to have accumulated proteins 

associated with wild-types in advanced morphological stages, we used western 

blot analyses for tests of specific maturation-associated proteins (Fig. 11.9). 

Through western blotting and immunodetection we assayed for the major 

globulin storage protein, GLB1, and the desiccation-associated Lea group 2 

and 3 proteins, DHN and MLG3, respectively. GLB1 accumulation is 

substantially delayed in our stock so that no detectable amount of GLB1 was 

found in stage 3 wild-type embryos. Mutant embryos share this anomaly, even 

though their wild-type siblings set aside a large store of globulin proteins before 

the conclusion of the embryonic period. 

Lea proteins show different patterns of accumulation from that presented 

by GLB1. MLG3 accumulates at the same calendar age in wild-types and both 
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Fig. 11.7. Profile of mutant and wild-type kernel lipid accumulation. Wild-type 
and mutant kernels were harvested at intervals after pollination, and total lipid 
content was measured for each sample and genotype, using an Oxford 
Analytical NMR. Morphological stages of the embryos: T = transition, C = 
coleoptilar, 1-6 = stages 1-6 (Abbe and Stein, 1954). The bars represent s.e.m. 

dek mutant embryos, in spite of the considerable difference in their 

morphological stages. Detectable amounts of MLG3 proteins were not present 

in wild-type embryos around stage 2. However, dek embryos at stage 2 had 

accumulated levels of the MLG3 proteins that were comparable to their wild-

type siblings of the same age but advanced morphological stage. DHN 
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Mr 
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Fig. 11.8. Protein profiles of dek and wild-type embryos, compared by age and 
morphological stage. Total proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and stained 
with Coomaisse-blue. 

accumulation exhibited an intermediate behavior. With respect to 

morphological stage, DHN appears precociously in the mutant embryos. 

However, DHN appears in wild-type embryos around 30 DAP, whereas DHN is 

not detectable in mutant embryos until around 40 DAP (data not shown). DHN 

does accumulate to the levels of wild-type embryos by ear maturity. 
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Fig. 11.9. Western blots of mutant and wild-type proteins. Equal amounts of 
proteins from developing and mature embryos were loaded in each lane, 
separated by SDS-PAGE, blotted and then probed with antisera to the ABA-
regulated proteins GLB1, MLG3 and DHN. 

The gradual change in water content observed during embryo maturation 

is embryo-autonomous. While the water percentage of the wild-type embryos 

was decreasing, the mutant embryos on the same ear remained at the 75-80% 

level characteristic of pre-maturation wild-type embryos. Because mutant 

kernels fail to amass large reserves of macromolecules, their water fractions 

decline more gradually than that of their siblings and, hence, remain stage-

appropriate (see Fig. II.2A). Conversely, the surrounding endosperm dries on 

the calendar schedule. The dry and water weight profiles for developing 

cp*-1399A and wild-type kernels are compared in Fig. 11.10. In wild-type 

kernels, the steady rise of dry mass accumulation together with the decreasing 

rate of water accumulation is responsible for the gradual decline in water 

percentage up to approximately 40 DAP. Thereafter, dehydration (loss of water 

molecules) contributes to the continued loss of water percentage. The decline 
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Fig. 11.10. Profiles of dry and water weights of cp*-1399A and wild-type sibling 
kernels. (Bars represent s.e.m.). 

in mutant kernel water percentage is more gradual up to 40 DAP due to the 

slow dry mass accumulation. However, like their wild-type siblings, mutant 

kernels begin to dehydrate around 40 DAP. This is consistent with the visual 

observation that the endosperm dries axially from the crown to the basal region 

surrounding the embryo. 

11.5 Discussion 

The analysis of developmentally impaired mutants is a powerful 

approach for studying basic questions in plant morphogenesis and cellular 

differentiation. While much of the current emphasis in understanding the control 

of embryo development entails the identification of regulatory genes with direct 

developmental functions, the study of cellular mutations with indirect 

developmental consequences can also provide insights into regulatory 

processes. We present here a clarification of the phenotypes and 
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developmental potentials of deks cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A, which appear to 

suffer defects in their basic metabolism. On the basis of these studies, we 

propose that the maternal plant exerts a limited but specific control over maize 

embryo maturation. 

Most embryo-lethal mutants, with the notable exception of the 

Arabidopsis biotin mutant, bio (Schneider et al., 1989), undergo developmental 

arrest. However, cumulative profiles of dek growth and morphogenesis show 

that these mutants do not become developmentally blocked. The mutants 

exhibit neither late onset nor early termination of their development. Instead, 

the rate of dek embryo growth and morphogenesis is slow from early in 

development until ear senescence. Consequently, we conclude that the dek 

mutants' immature terminal phenotypes result from their protracted timetables of 

development together with senescence of the maternal plant. 

11.5.1 Throughout Their Ontogeny, cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A
Embryos Appear As Immature Wild-Types 

The size, morphology and coloration of mutant embryos remain 

coordinated and uniformly retarded in comparison to their wild-type siblings. 

Since morphogenesis is the change in form due to differentiation and growth, it 

is not surprising to find few reports of morphogenesis without concomitant 

increase in volume. A notable exception occurs in the first several rounds of 

cell division in animal systems, such as Drosophila and Xenopus (Russo et al., 

1992). In contrast, proliferate growth without organized morphogenesis is not a 

rarity. Significantly, hypertrophy is a very common occurrence in embryo-lethal 

mutants of maize (such as the emb mutants emb*-8509, emb*-8515, emb* -

8541, Clark and Sheridan, 1991; and dek mutants rgh*-1210 and fr-1253B, 

Clark and Sheridan, 1988a) and Arabidopsis (such as 87A, 115D-4A, 109F-
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1C, and 130B-A-2; Heath et al., 1986) that suffer morphological arrest but not 

globally restricted growth. 

Not only do mutant embryos look like immature wild-type embryos, they 

also behave like wild-type embryos of a much younger age. This is evident 

from experiments in which mutant and wild-type embryos were cultured in basal 

growth medium plus addenda that act as physiological cues to maturing 

embryos. The wild-type embryos exhibited stage-specific responses to 

osmoticum and ABA, as measured by their germination percentages and 

accumulation of MLG3. Although slow, the germination response of the cp*-

1399A mutant was appropriate for their stage rather than age. 

11.5.2 dek Mutants May Represent Metabolic Lesions with 
Developmental Consequences 

The slow developmental progression of cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A 

during embryogeny and precocious germination, as well as the low metabolic 

rate of the cp*-1399A embryo suggests that these mutants are defective in 

either some component of a metabolic pathway or nutrient uptake. This is 

consistent with the developmental patterns of known auxotrophs. The thiamine 

(Redei, 1965) and proline (Gavazzi et al., 1975) auxotrophs of maize and the 

tryptophan (Last and Fink, 1988) and biotin auxotrophs of Arabidopsis 

(Schneider et al., 1989) also exhibit immature terminal phenotypes and slow 

post-embryonic development without commitant morphological abnormalities. 
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11.5.3 Seed Dehydration And Lea Protein Accumulation Respond to 
Maternal Factors 

The developmental programs of the maternal maize sporophyte and its 

progeny are normally juxtaposed in time so that maternal plant senescence and 

reproduction are coupled (Kirkwood and Rose, 1991). The slow but continuous 

development of otherwise normal appearing and acting dek embryos would 

alter the relationship between the physiological changes occurring in the 

maternal plant and the individual caryopsis. Since dek embryos reach 

morphological stages that are normally associated with early maturation 

processes, these differing timetables of development provided an opportunity to 

investigate whether maturation processes are regulated in a strictly kernel-

autonomous fashion, or whether maternal cues play a role independent of the 

developmental state of the kernel. The underlying assumption is that those 

processes that occur at a stage-appropriate manner are inherent to the 

embryo's developmental program. Signals originating in the maternal plant 

would reach the mutant caryopsis at a morphologically early stage, and, 

therefore, would occur at the same calendar age in both the wild-type and 

mutant embryos. 

To get a sense of the physiological autonomy of the seed, we tracked the 

timecourse of several maturation events that might by influenced by changes in 

maternally supplied water, photosynthate or hormonal cues. Our results 

indicate that gradual drying of the embryo and the appearance and 

accumulation of pigments, lipids and the major embryo-specific storage 

globulin, GLB1, parallel the morphological progression of the mutant embryos. 

This close association indicates that the control of maize embryo maturation is 

largely limited by seed-autonomous factors and may reflect the inability of the 

immature mutant embryos to respond to some maternal cues. 
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In contrast, the timing and rate of endosperm dehydration as well as the 

accumulation kinetics of MLG3 and DHN in the embryos suggest that they are 

more globally regulated. Both mutant and wild-type kernels undergo a net loss 

of water contemporaneously around 40 DAP, despite the great disparity in the 

progress of their development. MLG3 protein levels peak around 30 DAP 

(Thomann et al., 1992), at which time the water fraction in the mutant embryos 

and kernels is much higher than in their wild-type counterparts. Consequently, 

MLG3 accumulation is uncoupled from the water profile of the seed as well as 

from the morphological stage of the embryo. 

GLB1 (Schwartz, 1979), MLG3 (Thomann et. al., 1992) and DHN (Close 

et al., 1989; Pla et al., 1989) are ABA-responsive proteins that accumulate 

during the maturation of the maize embryo. In conjunction with high levels of 

ABA, the transcription of Glb1 and Dhn requires the product of the Vp1 gene, 

which may be a seed-limited transcription activator (McCarty et al., 1991). 

MLG3 differs from GLB1 and DHN in that it can accumulate to high levels 

without VP1 mediation (Thomann et al., 1992). 

The pattern of DHN accumulation in the mutant embryos appears more 

complicated. DHN accumulates early with respect to embryo stage and late 

with respect to calendar age. Therefore, it tracks neither the morphological nor 

the calendar schedules of the dek embryos. As suggested by Em promoter-

driven GUS assays in maize protoplasts (McCarty et al., 1991), transcription of 

the Lea group 1 Em gene can be transactivated independently by VP1 or ABA, 

but it is up-regulated by their interaction. Since DHN accumulates in seedling 

tissues subjected to water stress or ABA treatment (Close et al., 1989; Pla et al., 

1989), it too shows expression independent of seed-specific VP1 mediation. 

Therefore, DHN accumulation may reflect an interaction between exogenous 
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factors, such as maternal ABA and/or imposed endosperm dehydration, with 

endogenous factors, such as the seed-specific Vpl gene product. 
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111.1 Abstract 

dks8 (defective kernel shootless-Mu8) is a maize embryo mutant that 

specifically deletes the shoot pole during embryogenesis. We generated a 

developmental profile of this maize mutant by characterizing mutant embryo 

growth, morphogenesis, accumulation of maturation-associated 

macromolecules and behavior in tissue culture. dks8 is an excellent candidate 

for a pattern gene according to the following criteria: (1) The morphological 

abnormalities of homozygous dks8 seeds are confined to components of the 

shoot system. (2) The abnormal phenotype becomes apparent in very early 

development when only the wild-type embryos generate the shoot apical 

meristem. (3) The dks8 mutation does not prevent the seed from completing 

other aspects of seed morphogenesis and differentiation. The mutant seeds 

acquire a normal constellation of maturation products: pigments, lipids and 

proteins. They are desiccation tolerant and capable of germination of the 

primary root. The dks8 mutation is variable in that mutants with partial and 

abnormal shoot development are sometimes found on ears segregating for 

shootless dks8 embryos. dks8 is not allelic to other shootless dek mutants. The 

dks8 mutation was isolated from an active Mutator transposon stock. RFLP 

analyses for cosegregation of various Mu elements with the dks8 allele show 

that one Mu8 band consistently cosegregates with the dks8 allele. 

Transmission studies indicate that there is a low recovery of the dks8 allele, 

which may be due to a bias against the mutant allele in the formation of the 

female gametophyte or else suppression of the mutant phenotype. 

Key words: dks8, pattern mutant, maize, meristem, Mutator, transmission 
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111.2 Introduction 

The most basic elements of the body plan of seed plants are established 

during embryogenesis through the formation of the embryonic axis, bearing a 

root and shoot apical meristem at opposite poles. Meristems are groups of thin-

walled, cytoplasmically dense (unvacuolated), isodiametric cells that are 

specialized to proliferate themselves as well as contribute cells to developing 

organs. During embryo and post-embryonic development in maize, the shoot 

apical meristem (SAM) provides the initials for all aerial organs, including culms 

(stems), leaves and flowers (Kiesselbach, 1949), and also for adventitious roots 

that constitute the bulk of the root system (Feldman, 1994). The root apical 

meristem (RAM) of maize is responsible for generating only the primary root. 

Apical meristems also signal positional information and thereby dictate the fate 

of developing tissues and organ primordia (McDaniel, 1983). Therefore, as 

centers of plant growth and development, the apical meristems specify the basic 

architecture of the plant body. 

Recognition of the pivotal role that apical meristems assume in plant 

development has led to the study of meristems from diverse perspectives 

(reviewed in Medford, 1992; Steeves and Sussex, 1991). The timing of 

embryonic meristem formation, its spatial organization into the tunica and 

corpus regions, and planes of cell division that maintain that organization have 

been well documented through histological techniques. Surgical manipulations 

and clonal analyses have increased our understanding of meristem function 

and changing developmental potentials. Genetic and developmental analyses 

of embryo-lethal mutants of Arabidopsis and maize have recently provided 

insights into how genes regulate plant development through the disruption of 

normal meristem initiation, maintenance or function (reviewed in Meinke, 1991). 
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Much of our current understanding of the developmental events 

associated with the initiation and establishment of the apical meristems is 

limited to studies of de novo meristem organization in tissue culture (Lintilhac, 

1983). Skoog and Miller (1957) were the first to report the effect of altering the 

ratio of auxins and cytokinins on organogenesis in tobacco tissue cultures. 

Cordewener et al. (1991) and De Jong et al. (1992) have shown the 

involvement of endochitinase in carrot somatic embryogenesis; and De Jong et 

al. (1993) provided evidence that a lipooligosaccharide can stimulate carrot 

somatic embryogenesis. Researchers working with maize have shown that 

meristem initiation in cultured material is dependent upon hormonal regime 

(Duncan and Widholm, 1988), water potentials (Close and Ludeman, 1987), 

carbon source (Swedlund and Locy, 1993), media amendments, such as L-

proline (Armstrong and Green, 1985) and AgNO3 (Songstad et al., 1991), and 

the genotype of explant material (Duncan et al., 1985). Yet, the in vivo initiation 

of meristems remains one of the least understood phenomena in 

developmental botany. 

To gain an understanding of the developmental processes and 

mechanisms that generate apical meristems, dek (defective kernel) mutants of 

maize were screened for morphological anomalies that identify genes 

controlling pattern formation. This approach to the identification of pattern 

genes has been used successfully in Drosophila melanogaster (Simcox et al., 

1989). The isolation of numerous pattern mutants in Arabidopsis (Mayer et al., 

1991) demonstrates its applicability to plant systems. 

Described here is the developmental profile and genetics of one such 

mutant, defective kernel shootless Mu8 (dks8). dks8 homozygotes usually 

delete all elements of the shoot system while allowing all other components of 

the seed to develop to morphological and biochemical maturity. Segregation 
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analyses indicate that the dks8 mutant is under-represented on segregating 

ears. The dks8 mutation appears to have been created by the insertion of a 

Mu8 transposable element. 

111.3 Materials And Methods 

111.3.1 Plant Material 

Nancy Shepherd (Dupont) provided us with the active Mutator line in 

which the dks8 mutation was isolated. In some lineages, dks8 heterozygotes 

were outcrossed into the W22 inbred (from J. Kermicle, U. of Wisconsin, 

Madison) to perform dks8 transmission tests using reciprocal crosses. 

111.3.2 Tissue Culture 

For germination and protein studies, ears were harvested 15 to 60 days 

after controlled pollinations (DAP), husked in the laboratory and surface-

sterilized with 10% bleach and 0.1% Tween-20 (Sigma) for 20-30 minutes. The 

embryos were dissected free from maternal and endosperm tissue under sterile 

conditions and staged according to the scheme of Abbe and Stein (1954). Up 

to 80 embryos were placed in petri plates, adaxial side up, on a filter saturated 

with basal MS salts (Murashige and Skoog, 1962) supplemented with 3% (w/v) 

sucrose, 100 mg/L myo-inositol and 0.4 mg/L thiamine-HCI. For some 

experiments, mixed enantiomers of abscisic acid (ABA) were added to 10-5 M. 

For experiments with high osmoticum, the sucrose concentration was raised to 

20%. Embryos were incubated in the dark at 26°C for 6 days, during which time 

the media were changed twice. 
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For callus induction, ears from field-grown plants were collected at DAP 

that bracketed the time when wild-type and mutant embryos were between 1-2 

mm long (stage 1 to 2). The ears were sterilized in 10% bleach plus 0.1% 

Tween-20 (Sigma) for 30 minutes, followed by several washes with sterile 

water. A minimum of 10 embryos was aseptically dissected in a laminar flow 

hood and then placed adaxial-side down onto media in petri plates. The 

cultures were incubated in the dark at 26°C for several months, with bimonthly 

passages to fresh media. The callus-inducing medium consisted of basal MS 

(Murashige and Skoog) mineral salts with 0.01% myo-inositol, 8% sucrose, 0.4 

mg/L thiamine-HCI, 0.8% Difco-bacto agar, 611M kinetin and 2µM pichloram 

(4-amino-3,5,6-trichloropicolinic acid; Sigma). These growth regulators were 

filter-sterilized and added after the other ingredients were autoclaved and 

cooled. 

111.3.3 Lipid Determination 

Total lipid accumulation in developing kernels was measured by 

analytical nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) with an Oxford Analytical NMR, 

Version 110. Ears were harvested from 10 to 60 days following controlled 

pollinations. After determining the embryo morphological stages, whole ears 

were dried at 40°C until there was no decrease in kernel weight. Just prior to 

NMR measurement, isolated kernels were returned to the 40°C oven for several 

days and then brought to room temperature under vacuum. Random samples 

composed of at least 4 kernels were weighed and then inserted into the Oxford 

Analytical NMR, which was calibrated with a kernel sample of known lipid 

percentage. For each unknown, the average of three independent 

measurements was recorded. 
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111.3.4 Protein Isolation And Concentration Assay 

Embryos isolated from other seed components were powdered in liquid 

N2 and then further ground in a buffer containing 0.05 M Tris-HCI (pH 6.8) and 

1 mM PMSF (phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride; Life Technologies, Inc.). This slurry 

was heated to 65°C for 5 minutes, vortexed, and heated at 95°C for 2 minutes, 

vortexed again, and then centrifuged at 35,000 X g for 15 minutes to remove 

cellular debris. The supernatant was recovered and the centrifugation repeated 

until the supernatant was free of cellular debris. Protein concentrations were 

determined by Bradford microassay (Bio-Rad), using BSA (bovine serum 

albumin) standards (Sigma). 

111.3.5 SDS-PAGE Gels And Western Blots 

Proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, using 15% acrylamide. Gels 

were stained with Coomassie R250 brilliant blue. For western blots, a duplicate 

unstained gel was electro-blotted to Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore), and 

selected polypeptides were detected using polyclonal antibodies. Antiserum to 

the storage protein GLB1 is described in Rivin and Grudt (1991), and antiserum 

to MLG3 is described in Thomann et al. (1992). Antisera binding was detected 

by using donkey anti-rabbit, HRP (horseradish peroxidase)- labeled secondary 

antibodies (Amersham) and the ECL (enhanced chemiluminescent) reagent 

(Amersham) according to the manufacturer's directions. 

111.3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Embryos were excised from the kernels and then immediately immersed 

in a solution of 6.25% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M cacodylate buffer, pH 6.8. After a 
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gentle 15 minute vacuum infiltration, the samples were left in the fixative for 24 

hours at 4°C. The samples were then moved through solutions of increasing 

concentrations (50/70/100) of acetone in water and then a graded series 

(50/70/100) of trichiorotrifluroethane (TF) in acetone. At least one hour lapsed 

between solution changes. From absolute TF, samples were critical point dried 

following the method of Cohen et al. (1968) in a BOMAR SPC-900 CP dryer. 

Specimens were then mounted on aluminum planchettes using a silver high 

conductivity paint for adhesion (Electrodag 915, Acheson Colloids Co.). Finally, 

the samples were sputter-coated with approximately 180A of 60 gold/40 

platinum in a Varian VE-10 vacuum evaporator at 10-5 Torr. Examination was 

made using an AMRAY 1000A SEM. Images were recorded on Polaroid Type 

55 positive/negative 4 x 5 format film. 

111.3.7 Histological Techniques 

The techniques used to process immature kernels for paraffin sectioning 

were largely those of Clark and Sheridan (1988b), which were modified from 

the protocols of both Johansen (1940) and Sass (1945). Developing kernels 

from freshly harvested ears were trimmed with scalpels before fixation in 4% 

paraformaldehyde in 100 mM NaPO4, pH 7.3, and 1% DMSO. The samples 

were fixed under vacuum for 15 minutes and then gently agitated on a nutator at 

4°C for at least 24 hours. The kernels were then dehydrated according to the 

tertiary butyl alcohol procedure of Johansen (1940), and embedded in 

Paraplast Plus (Sigma), as reported by Clark and Sheridan (1988b). Ribbons 

of 6 micrometer serial sections were cut on a rotary microtome, mounted onto 

glass slides that had been coated with poly-L-lysine and flooded with a 3% 

formalin solution. The slides were warmed on a hot plate until the ribbon 
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sections spread out and then transferred to a 40°C drying plate until the 

formalin solution dried. The sections were prepared for staining by dewaxing 

with three changes of xylene at two minute intervals and then rehydrating in a 

graded series of ethanol (100/95/70/50) for five minutes in each step. The 

slides were stained in 0.05% Toluene, washed twice with water for two minutes, 

dehydrated for two minutes each in a graded series of ethanol (50/70/95/100), 

air dried, placed in xylene for two minutes and mounted with Permount (Sigma) 

under a coverslip. 

Sections from mature seed were prepared by imbibing mature seeds 

overnight at 4°C, dissecting out the embryos and fixing them in FAA (formalin 

and acetic acid). After dehydration, the embryos were embedded in JB4 resin 

and sectioned to 3 microns. Sections were floated on water-covered slides and 

allowed to thoroughly dry before staining with TBO. The samples were 

mounted with Permount under a coverslip. 

111.3.8 Use of B-A Trans locations for Gene Placement 

The procedures used to test the chromosome arm location of the Dks8 

gene were those described in Beckett (1978). The dks8 mutant was 

successfully crossed with the following B-A translocation stocks (chromosome 

arm uncovered, B-A translocation designation): 1S, TB-1Sb; 1L, TB- 1La; 2S, 

TB -2Sa; 2L, TB-1Sb-2L4464, 3L, TB-5La-3Lb; 4S, TB -4Sa; 4L, TB-4Lc; 5S, TB-

5Sc; 5L, TB-5La; 6S, TB -6Sa; 7S, TB-7Sc; 8L, TB-8Lc; and 9S, TB-9Sb. This 

set of B-A translocation stock includes both arms of chromosomes 1, 2, 4 and 5; 

the long arms of chromosomes 3 and 8; and the short arms of chromosomes 6, 

7 and 9. These B-A translocation stocks comprise approximately 55% of the 
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total physical length of the ten maize chromosomes, as estimated from 

cytological maps and arm lengths (Beckett, 1991). 

Plants grown from seed of a self-pollinated, segregating ear were 

pollinated by the B-A stocks according to the methods of Neuffer (1982). The B-

A pollen parents were also crossed onto tester plants and confirmed at harvest 

time to possess the B-A translocations. The ear parents had never been self-

pollinated to determine whether they carried the dks8 allele. Therefore, 

healthy-looking F1 plants were self-pollinated and scored for the presence of 

mutant kernels. This information was then used to determine whether or not a 

successful test had been made in the general method. Ears from the arm-

locating crosses were scored for the presence of dks8 kernels. A minimum of 

160 kernels were removed from the cobs and examined for mutant embryos, 

reduced endosperm, or both (see Appendix D). 

111.3.9 Southern Blot Analyses 

High molecular weight nuclear DNA was prepared from immature, 

unpollinated ears from individual plants of known genotype (determined by 

scoring self-pollinated ears) according to the method of Cone (1989). The DNA 

was digested for a minimum of 2 hours at 37°C with a twofold excess of 

restriction enzyme (Pharmacia, BRL, New England Biolabs, IBI). The DNA was 

electrophoresed through 0.8% agarose gels and transferred onto 

GenescreenTM Nylon membrane (Plasco) according to the methods of 

Southern (1975). 

Seven clones of various Mutator elements were used as probes. The 

Mu1 and Mu2 probe in pA/B5 is described in Chandler et al. (1986). All other 

clones were provided by Kristine Hardeman (Oregon State University, 
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Corvallis). For the preparation of probes for Southern blots, the cloned Mu 

element sequences were removed from their plasmid vectors by restriction 

endonuclease digestion and electrophoresis in low melting point agarose 

(BRL), extracted with phenol and precipitated with ethanol. Isolated insert 

sequences were labeled with 32P-dCTP (NEN 3000 Ci/mM) to a minimum 

specific activity of 108 cpm/gg, using random hexamer primers (Feinberg and 

Vogelstein, 1983). Unincorporated nucleotides were separated from labeled 

DNA by spin dialysis (Neal and Florini, 1973) through Bio-Gel P-10 resin (Bio-

Rad). 

Hybridization conditions were either in formamide, as described in 

Chandler et al. (1986) or in 7% SDS + 0.25 NaH2PO4 hybridization buffers at 

68°C. After 24 to 36 hour incubations, three high stringency washes were made 

using a solution of 0.1X SSPE + 1% SDS at 42°C for 15 to 30 minutes. The 

blots were exposed to XAR film (Kodak) at -80°C for 2 to 7 days with intensifying 

screens (Dupont). 

111.4 Results 

111.4.1 The dks8 Mutation Blocks Shoot Formation during Early
Embryogenesis 

The dks8 mutation was identified on ears segregating for small, 

pigmented kernels. Close inspection of the small seeds revealed the absence 

of a discernible shoot on the embryo surface. To determine whether the shoot 

was merely displaced within the scutellum, mature mutant and wild-type 

embryos from a segregating ear were isolated from other seed components and 

viewed through light microscopy. Serial sagittal sections through mature 

embryos revealed no sign of any shoot components (Fig. 111.1). However, each 
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dks8 Wild-type 

Scutellum 
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Coleorhiza 

Fig. 111.1 Median longitudinal sections of mature dks8 and wild-type embryos; 
apical end up. The entire shoot apex (highlighted labels) is deleted in the 
mutant, while all scutellar, root and non-shoot vasculature components are 
normal. 

mutant embryo had a complete scutellum and radical primordium, including an 

internal, densely staining region that corresponded to the normal position of a 

nascent root apical meristem. 
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The mutant condition first becomes distinguishable around 12 DAP 

under summer field conditions at Corvallis, Oregon. At this time wild-type 

embryos are entering the coleoptilar stage and the kernels are noticeably larger 

than the mutant. The mutant kernels contain transition-stage embryos that are 

still buried in the embryo sac. By 18 DAP, the mutant embryos are the size and 

general shape of coleoptilar-staged wild-type embryos but conspicuously lack 

the coleoptilar ring, the rising ridge of the developing coleoptile that surrounds 

the shoot apical meristem that is the first external evidence of shoot pole 

development (Fig. 111.2). 

In order to pinpoint the time when the mutant embryos depart from the 

normal course of embryogenesis, histological comparisons were made during a 

period (9 to 22 DAP) that brackets the time when the first signs of shoot apical 

meristem formation are evident in wild-type embryos and the appearance of the 

first leaf primordia (Randolph, 1936). Samples of wild-type and mutant kernels 

were taken from freshly harvested, segregating ears. Confirmation of the 

presence of dks8 mutants was made at 30 DAP on portions of sampled ears 

that were left on the plant to mature. 

Twenty-three samples taken at 9 DAP from two segregating ears were 

examined for morphological abnormalities. All embryos were in the proembryo 

to early transition stage. There was no obvious mutant class. At the 

morphological level, this suggests that mutant embryos are not disrupted prior 

to the transition stage. Kernels at 11 DAP could not be reliably phenotyped by 

outward appearance, but an apparent class of embryonic mutants was evident 

histologically. Wild-type embryos at this stage appear as elongated club-

shaped structures, while the mutant class was broad and cone-shaped (Fig. 

111.3). 
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dks8 Wild-type 

Cp 

Fig. 111.2. Scanning electron micorgraphs of the adaxial faces of dks8 and 
wild-type embryos (33 and 16 DAP, respectively), matched by size. Sc = 
scutellum, Cp = coleoptilar pore, and Su = suspensor. 

Wild-type embryos at 14 DAP possessed densely staining regions just 

beneath the mid-section of the adaxial surface, marking the establishment of the 

shoot apical meristems. In contrast, we found no trace of nascent shoot 

meristem in the dks8 mutants. By 22 DAP, the third leaf primordium was evident 
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Fig. 111.3. Median longitudinal 
sections of dks8 embryos 
matched to wild-type by age and 
stage; apical end up. A. dks8, 
transition stage, 14 DAP; 
B. Wild-type, coleoptilar stage, 
14 DAP; C. dks8, 17 DAP. 
su = suspensor, ep = embryo 
proper, sc = scutellum, r = root 
apical meristem, s = shoot apical 
meristem. (Bar equals 1011). 
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in the wild-type embryos, whereas the mutant embryos still showed no sign of 

even a nascent shoot apex (data not shown). 

Along with shootless mutant embryos, some dks8-segregating ears also 

harbor dks8-like kernels with embryos exhibiting incomplete shoot formation 

(Fig. 111.4). This 'shooty' phenotype has been found only in some family lines 

where it represents a variable percentage of the mutant embryos, ranging from 

7% to 60% (families 91:628-50 and 90:771-5, respectively; see Appendix E for 

dks8 pedigree). It never is found on an ear without the presence of shootless 

dks8 embryos. Shooty phenotypes have been stably inherited for at least five 

generations. 

Fig. 111.4. "Shooty" dks8 (left) and wild-type embryos from a mature, dry ear 
that also segregated for the shootless dks8 phenotype. 
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111.4.2 Biochemical Differentiation in dks8 Embryos Is Normal 

To determine whether the mutant embryos are able to proceed with 

maturation events, developing dks8 and sibling wild-type embryos were 

assessed for the accumulation of pigments, lipids and proteins, and for the 

changes in water relations that accompany progress toward dormancy. 

111.4.2.1 Pigments 

The mutant embryos accumulate the carotenoid pigments at the same 

time (17 DAP) as their wild-type siblings. In contrast, the accumulation of 

anthocyanins in the scutellar and aleurone layers was disparate between the 

wild-types and mutants. Whereas both components of wild-type seed begin to 

accumulate anthocyanins around 19 DAP, the dks8 embryos begin to 

accumulate anthocyanins at 27 DAP and their accompanying endosperm at 29 

DAP. 

111.4.2.2 Lipids 

Wild-type embryos accumulate a large store of lipids during the 

embryonic period. To compare the lipid profiles of wild-type and mutant 

kernels, the lipid content of developing dks8 and wild-type seeds was 

measured at various timepoints, using an Oxford Analytical NMR. Compared 

with wild-type kernels containing embryos of equal size, dks8 kernels 

accumulate appropriate levels of lipids (Fig. 111.5). 
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Fig. 111.5. Lipid accumulation in dks8 and wild-type kernels. The lipid content 
of developing dks8 and wild-type seeds was measured with an Oxford 
Analytical NMR. T = transition stage, C = coleoptilar stage, 1-6 = stages 1 
through 6, d = disappearance of the suspensor. 

111.4.2.3 Proteins 

The polypeptide profiles of wild-type embryos change considerably 

during the maturation phase. In part, this is due to the deposit of large 

quantities of storage globulin protein, GLB1, as well as proteins associated with 

desiccation tolerance, such as the Lea protein, MLG3. In order to determine 

whether the mature dks8 embryo protein profile differs from the wild-type, 

proteins from dry, mature wild-type and mutant embryos were extracted, 
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separated by SDS-PAGE, and Coomassie-stained. As shown in Fig. III.6A, the 

mutant and wild-type protein profiles exhibit neither qualitative nor quantitative 

differences. 

A 

d + d + 

GLB1 ry !ow 

MLG3 aP 

Fig. 111.6. Protein profiles of dks8 (d) and wild-type sibling (+) embryos at ear 
maturity. A. dks8 and wild-type embryo proteins separated by SDS-PAGE and 
stained with Coomaisse Blue. B. Western blots probed with antisera to the 
abundant maturation proteins, GLB1 (storage globulin) and MLG3 (maize Lea 
group 3). 

To make a more specific test for maturation-associated proteins, 

duplicate gels with mature embryo proteins were electrophoretically transfered 

to a nylon membrane and reacted with antisera to GLB1 and MLG3 (Fig. III.6B). 

These western blots show that the mutant accumulates wild-type levels of both 

maturation-associated proteins. 
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111.4.3 Maturation Drying in dks8 Follows The Wild-Type Schedule 

During the maturation phase, wild-type embryos gain an enormous 

amount of weight from the uptake of water and deposition of macromolecules. 

Since dks8 embryos accumulate the normal constellation of maturation 

products, it remained to be determined whether the mutants exhibited the same 

dry mass and water profiles as their wild-type counterparts. Mutant and wild-

type sibling embryos were excised from segregating ears at three time points 

from 30 to 50 DAP. After measuring fresh weights, the embryos were dried at 

40 °C for 3-5 days (until they no longer lost weight), and then dry weights were 

measured. Water weight was determined by subtracting dry weight from fresh 

weight. As shown in Fig. 111.7, water weights for both mutant and wild-type 

embryos peak at approximately 40 DAP and then decline. Dry weights of both 

phenotypes increase for the entire period measured. Although the dry weight of 

ear-mature mutant embryos is approximately one-fifth the dry weight of their 

wild-type counterparts, the rate of dry mass increase and the profile of water 

loss are identical. 

111.4.4 dks8 Embryos Are Able to Germinate 

111.4.4.1 Germination Potential of Developing Embryos 

Wild-type embryos display transient sensitivities to ABA and high 

osmoticum as they mature. During early maturation phase, when wild-type 

embryos are at stages 2 and 3, both 10 [IM ABA and osmoticum (20% sucrose) 

effectively inhibit precocious germination in culture. By stage 5, neither effector 

can prevent germination, although osmoticum slows the germination rate. 
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Fig. 111.7. Weight profiles of dks8 and wild-type sibling embryos. (Note the 
different scales on the y-axes). 

Hormone free growth medium (GM) allows germination to continue at all 

developmental stages tested. To determine whether cultured dks8 embryos 

showed similar germination behavior (based on elongation of the root pole 

beyond the scutellum), immature sibling embryos of both phenotypes were 

cultured in GM supplemented with osmoticum or ABA. The percentage 

germination for each treatment was tallied after 6 days. The response of dks8 

embryos paralleled that of their wild-type siblings in all treatments at both 35 

DAP and 50 DAP. As shown in Fig. 111.8, 35 DAP mutant and wild-type embryos 
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were sensitive to the inhibitory effects of both 10 pM ABA and osmoticum. Both 

wild-type and mutant embryos readily germinated in all media at 50 DAP. 
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Fig. 111.8. Precocious germination (radicle elongation) of mutant and wild-type 
embryos in various culture media. Mutant and wild-type embryos were cultured 
for 6 days in hormone-free growth medium (GM), high osmoticum (20% 
sucrose), 10 tM abscisic acid (ABA). 

111.4.4.2 Germination Potential of Dry, Mature dks8 Embryos 

The "acid test" for the successful passage of embryos through the 

maturation phase is the ability to germinate (radical elongation) from dry, ear-

mature kernels. To test the germination potential of mature dks8 mutants, seeds 

from four segregating ears were aseptically cultured on water-saturated filter 
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paper at 25°C in the dark. At the end one week, 62 of 80 (77.5%) mutant 

kernels germinated, as opposed to 37 of 40 (92.5%) of the wild-type siblings. 

Both wild-type and dks8 embryos germinated within the first three or four days 

after imbibition. The radicals of the mutant embryos erupt through the 

coleorhizae and typically grow 2-3 cm and generate lateral branches before 

undergoing necrosis. If cultured in GM plus 0.8% agar, the mutant seedlings 

grew for several months in culture, elongating the radical and lateral branches 

up to 4 cm (Fig. 111.9). The shootless mutant never produced seminal roots, 

which normally arise from auxiliary meristems in the shoot-derived mesocotyl 

region of the axis, and very rarely generated root hairs. 

Fig. 111.9. dks8 seedling that was cultured for 19 days on hormone-free growth 
medium (GM). Sc = scutellum, R = radicle. 
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When "shooty" mutants were cultured in GM at 25°C on a 12-hour 

light/dark cycle, they germinated into spindly seedlings. Their shoots greened 

and expanded up to three leaves before they died in their third week of culture. 

These shooty embryos did produce adventitious roots from the mesocotyl 

region. 

111.4.5 dks8 And Wild-Type Embryos Produce Indistinguishable 
Calli  

The ability of embryo-lethal mutants to form normal callus when cultured 

under the appropriate conditions has been used to distinguish developmentally 

specific genes from those that function in basic cellular processes (Sheridan 

and Thorstenson, 1986; Meinke, 1991). To differentiate between a direct or 

indirect function for Dks8 in development, dks8 and wild-type sibling embryos 

from 26 heterozygous plants, representing eight families, were cultured under 

callus-inducing conditions. Both mutant and wild-type embryos at all stages of 

development (15 DAP to 45 DAP) readily formed type II callus (friable, nodular 

and opaque) within the first week. The mutant calli were indistinguishable from 

the wild-type (data not shown). The competency of the mutant embryos to form 

sustainable calli indicates that the dks8 mutation does not lead to a general 

failure in cellular metabolism or proliferation. 

111.4.6 dks8 Is Not Allelic to Other dek Mutants That Fail in Shoot 
Formation 

Complementation tests were conducted between dks8 and four dek 

mutants characterized by Sheridan and Thorstenson (1986) and Clark and 

Sheridan (1986) that do not form or maintain shoots during embryogenesis. 
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Pair-wise crosses were made between heterozygotes carrying the dks8 allele 

and heterozygotes carrying either cp*-1418, dek 23 (cp*-E1428), ptd*-1130, or 

bno*-747B. Successful crosses revealed that dks8 is not allelic to any of the 

above shootless mutants. Therefore, dks8 represents a new locus as well as a 

novel phenotype. Since alleles often provide striking phenotypic variability 

(Bowman et al., 1991; Meinke, 1991), dks8 may be allelic to another known 

mutation having quite a different phenotype. We attempted to map Dks8 to 

chromosome arm using B:A translocations. Plants grown from wild-type kernels 

of a segregating ear were outcrossed to a subset of the basic Translocation-B 

(T-B) stocks, according to the methods of Beckett (1978). The location of the 

Dks8 gene was not found, but portions of the following chromosome arms have 

been excluded: 1S, 1L, 2S, 3L, 4S, 4L, 5S, 5L, 6S, 7S, 8L and 9S. 

111.4.7 The dks8 Allele Is Under-Represented on Segregating Ears 

In order to establish the genetic basis for the mutation, wild-type 

heterozygotes (dks8/+) were used as pollen parents in outcrosses with the wild-

type (+1+) W22 inbred. Self-pollinations of the F1 progeny revealed that half of 

the ears were segregating for the dks8 mutation. This indicates that dks8 is a 

single-gene, recessive mutation. 

The mean percentage of dks8 kernels on self-pollinated, segregating 

ears was only 16.5%, representing a 5:1 wild-type to mutant ratio (data pooled 

from the six families in Table 111.1). This one-third reduction in the number of 

dks8 kernels is highly significantly different (x2 = 344; P = 0.001) from the 

Mendelian expectation of 25% for a single gene, recessive allele. The mean 

percentage of mutant kernels on segregating ears shows some significant 

variability between families. This difference may be the effect of different 
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genetic backgrounds, since both 92:553 and 92:587 are the F2 of a cross 

between a dks8 heterozygote to W22. 

Table 111.1. Segregation analyses of dks8. The chi-square tests the 
hypothesis that the dks8 mutation does not exhibit reduced transmission. All 
chi-square values are significantly different from 25% at P = 0.001. Percent 
dks8 equals the number of mutant kernels divided by the total number of 
kernels, excluding aborts. (s.e.m. are indicated). 

Total NoFamily Percent dks8 No. of Ears x 2 
nels 

91:624 20.2 2.2 1914 12 23.6 
91:627 18.1 2.7 1521 12 29.0 
91:628 16.5 3.6 690 5 26.9 
92:553 14.0 1.2 3024 13 193.2 
92:555 15.4 4.4 559 3 27.8 
92:587 14.8 1.6 1662 7 93.8 

In addition to the low fraction of mutant kernels, there is reduced recovery 

of heterozygous seed from self-pollinated ears. Two hundred and twenty-six 

plants from five lineages were scored for genotypes. The chi-square test of the 

predicted ratio of 2:1 heterozygous to homozygous wild-types indicated that 

there is a significant reduction in the recovery of dks8 alleles, or else incomplete 

penetrance of the mutant condition (x2 = 10.55, P less than 0.001). 

Explanations for the deficiency in dks8 kernels include variable zygotic 

lethality, reduced gametic transmission, incomplete penetrance, epigenetic 

phenotype suppression and alteration of the allele by paramutation. For the 

recovery of wild-type alleles in excess of 50%, each of these interpretations 

makes specific predictions. Zygotic lethality during the initiation or very early 

stages of kernel development would lead to the semi-sterile appearance of the 

ear, due either to aborted kernels or to undeveloped ovules (UO). As shown in 
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Table 111.2, there is no evidence that the reduced recovery of mutant kernels is 

correlated with significantly higher abortion percentiles or scattered seed set. 

The percentage of aborted kernels differed significantly (P = 0.05) between 

segregating and non-segregating ears for three of four families; however, the 

percentage was higher for the segregating ears in only two of the three. The 

one family (91:624) that had a lower percentage of aborted kernels in 

segregating ears than in non-segregating ears also had a significantly higher 

percentage of dks8 kernels (P = 0.05) than families 92:555 and 92:587. 

However, the percentage of aborted kernels in 91:624 segregating ears did not 

differ significantly from 92:587 (P = 0.05). Finally, the proportion of UO for 

families 92:553 and 92:587 (families for which data was available) was not 

significantly different at P = 0.10 (data not shown). Therefore, zygotic lethality is 

not a likely explanation for the aberrant wild-type to mutant ratio. 

To test the possibility that reduced gametic transmission was occurring 

through either of the gametophytes, reciprocal crosses were made between 

several dks8 heterozygotes (dks8/+) and a wild-type homozygotes (+/+). We 

self-pollinated F1 individuals from reciprocal crosses between a W22 inbred 

and a dks8 heterozygote, which produced an ear with 16.7% dks8 kernels 

when selfed. The resulting F2 were checked for mutant kernels in order to 

reveal the F1 genotypes. Expectations for unaffected sexual transmission are 

50% heterozygotes and 50% homozygotes (+4) in the F1 progeny. As shown 

in Table 111.3, when the wild-type homozygote served as the female parent, the 

observed percentage of homozygotes was not significantly different from 50% 

(P = 0.10). Normal transmission through the pollen was also observed for five 

other outcrosses of dks8 heterozygotes to W22, which served as the female 

parent (data not shown). In contrast, results from the reciprocal cross (x2 = 2.72; 

P = 0.10) suggest that the dks8 allele is under-represented in the ovules. 



Table 111.2. Comparison of mean total number of kernels and percent aborted on segregating and non-segregating 
ears. The mutant kernel percentage was calculated as a proportion of all kernel types. (s.e.m. indicated). 

Segregating Non-segregating 

"Yo dks8 Mean Total % Aborted No. of Mean Total % Aborted No. of 
Family Kernels No. Kernels Ears EarsKernels No. Kernels Kernels 

91:624 18.10 + 2.09 171 4- 17 3.14 ..1- 1.20 6 172 zfr" 18 9.45 -I- 3.13 5 

92:553 14.63 + 1.19 238 1- 13 5.53 3- 0.79 241 _÷ 15 4.86 t 1.82 613 

92:555 14.36 + 1.99 197 + 40 5.29 + 1.92 3 227 + 14 0.45 t 0.45 3 

92:587 14.22 + 1.65 250 + 13 5.17 t. 0.87 7 271 t g 2.75 -b 1.07 7 

Significantly different means at P = 0.05 from non-segregating ears. 



Table 111.3. Transmission of the dks8 allele through the male and female gametophytes. Chi-square 
goodness-of-fit tests for the hypotheses that there is no reduced transmission of dks8 through either the male 
or the female gametophyte. Reciprocal crosses were made between a homozygous wildtype individual ( +1 +) 
and a carrier of the dks8 allele (dks8 1+). There appears to be reduced transmission through the female but 
not the male gametophyte. (Data from outcrosses between the W22 inbred and 92:554-12). 

Transmission through the male Transmission through the female 

Reciprocal (+/+ x dks8 1+) (dks8 /+ x +/+)Crosses 

segregating not segregating segregating not segregating 

Observed 24 26 29 43 

Expected 25 25 36 36 

X2 0.08 2.72 

* Significantly different from 25% at P = 0.10. 
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Passage of the dks8 allele through the female gametophyte may be 

hindered because normal Dks8 gene activity is expressed in the female 

gametophyte, dks8 is linked to a sub-lethal gametophytic factor, or Dks8 

exhibits meiotic or post-meiotic drive either through linkage to a segregation 

distorter or by its own activity. 

If the lack of normal Dks8 expression prior to fertilization results in 

reduced megagametophyte viability, then segregating ears ought to appear 

semi-sterile due to the loss of both dks8 homozygous and heterozygous 

kernels. However, there is no significant difference (P = 0.5) in the total number 

of kernels between segregating and non-segregating ears for two of the four 

families examined (see Table 111.2). For the two families with significantly 

reduced number of kernels on segregating ears vs. non-segregating ears, the 

percentage reduction is far too low. Even in family 92:555, which has the most 

disparate numbers, the segregating ears have only 13% fewer total number of 

kernels than the non-segregating ears. However, if reduced megametophyte 

viability were operative, then the expected reduction in total number of kernels 

would be approximately 24%. Based on the percentages provided in Table 111.2 

and the assumption that half of the aborted kernels were dks8 homozygotes 

(since any given female gametophyte would have a 50% chance of being 

fertilized by a sperm carrying the dks8 allele), the ratio between wild-type and 

mutant kernels is 4.8:1 ([1 (.144 + .027)]/.144 + .027). Therefore, p2 + pq + p(q 

- x) = 4.8 (q)(q-x), where "p" is the frequency of the wild-type allele, "q" is the 

frequency of the dks8 allele, and "x" represents the reduced fraction of the dks8 

allele in the female gametophyte. The calculated x value of approximately .24 

is almost double the observed reduction of .13. 
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111.4.8 A Mu8 Transposable Element Cosegregates with The dks8 
Allele  

The dks8 mutation was isolated from a maize stock that had active 

Robertson's Mutator transposons. Therefore, it is possible that the dks8 allele 

was generated by the insertion of a member of the Mutator family into the Dks8 

gene. In order to identify the molecular processes underlying the generation of 

a pattern element, a search for a transposon tag was conducted by looking for 

cosegregation of the various Mu elements with the dks8 allele. Southern blots 

of individual wild-type heterozygotes (dks8/+) and homozygotes (+1+) were 

probed with unique internal sequences from each of the nine cloned members 

of the Mutator family (defective elements Mu1 through Mu8 and the autonomous 

element, MuDR). Southern blot analyses began with a Mu1 and Mu2-

homologous probe, because Mu1 is usually the most abundant Mutator element 

and, therefore, usually the one responsible for insertional mutagenesis 

(Chandler and Hardeman, 1992). There are approximately 20 Mu1 and Mu2-

homologous elements in this stock (Fig. 111.10). However, no Mu1- or Mu2-

homologous element cosegregated with the dks8 allele. Three to nine 

homologous members of each of the remaining Mu elements were 

subsequently found, but only a single Mu8 element was shown to be linked to 

the dks8 allele. DNA of seventy-two individuals from eight lineages of the 

original stock and five outcrosses to the inbred W22 were probed with the Mu8 

element. At least three Mu8-homologous bands were detected in all individuals 

tested. Only one band (7 kb) cosegregated with the dks8 allele. 
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Fig. 111.10. Southern blots of DNA from dks8 heterozygotes (dks8/+) and wild-
type homozygotes (+/+) of a segregating family. A. Random segregation of 
bands with Mul -specific probe. B. Cosegregation of a Mu8 band (arrow) with 
the dks8 allele. 

111.5 Discussion 

From our developmental analysis of the dks8 phenotype, we infer that 

dks8 defines a developmentally critical gene, which functions to initiate and/or 

the maintain the shoot apical meristem and all of its derivative structures. As 

such, the dks8 mutant demonstrates that the specification of the basic body plan 

is a gene-directed process. Although dks8 is a loss-of-function mutation, it is 

not necessarily a null allele because phenotypic heterogeneity suggests 

residual gene activity. 
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111.5.1 dks8 Defines A Pattern Gene 

The dks8 mutant is a member of a class of developmental mutants, called 

pattern mutants, that are likely to be defective in regulatory genes that establish 

the fundamental patterns of morphogenesis. Recent studies of pattern mutants 

in Drosophila reveal that pattern formation genes encode either transcription 

factors or are components of signal transduction pathways (Hashimoto et al., 

1988; O'Kane and Gehring, 1987; Stein et al., 1991; Struhl et al., 1989). Based 

on the Drosophila model, Mayer et al. (1991) outlined three criteria to 

distinguish pattern mutations from other types of developmental abnormalities: 

(1) the morphological abnormality is specific, (2) the mutant phenotype deviates 

from wild-type at the time the pattern element is established, and (3) the 

morphological block does not interfere with the completion of other 

developmental events. The hypothesis that dks8 is a pattern mutant is 

supported by the following evidence. 

111.5.1.1 The Morphological Abnormality Is Specific 

The entire shoot component of the dks8 embryo is deleted without 

interfering with the formation and subsequent development of the other 

embryonic tissues and organs. Serial sections through immature and mature 

embryos show no traces of coleoptiles, leaf primordia, shoot vasculature, or 

shoot apical meristems, and there is no necrosis in their stead. The dks8 

mutation side-steps the formation of the shoot component without disrupting the 

otherwise normal sequence of morphogenic events. Morphogenesis of the 

primary root is completely unaffected. A short stretch of primary root ends with 

the densely staining root apical meristem, followed by a root cap and 

coleorhiza. 
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There is one aspect of embryo morphology that suggests a pleiotropic 

effect of the dks8 mutation. The shape of the scutellum is round rather than 

deltoid, and it is only about one-half as long as the wild-type because the upper 

portion of the scutellum failed to develop. This may be an indirect effect of the 

deletion of the shoot pole, since some the shooty embryos exhibit an ovoid 

configuration. 

That morphogenesis of the root and shoot can be genetically uncoupled 

has been demonstrated with several ethylmethane sulfonate-induced dek 

mutants, such as cp*-1418 (Sheridan and Thorstenson, 1986) and dek 23 

(Clark and Sheridan, 1986). This is the first maize mutant that demonstrates 

that morphogenesis of the shoot can be genetically separated from all other 

developmental events. A similar phenotype has recently been shown for the 

stm-1 pattern mutant of Arabidopsis (Barton and Poethig, 1993). 

111.5.1.2 The Mutant Phenotype Deviates from The Wild-Type When
The Pattern Element Is Established 

During normal embryogenesis, the delineation of the coleoptilar ring on 

the adaxial face of the embryo provides the first morphological evidence for the 

existence of a shoot apex. Examination of developing dks8 mutant embryos by 

light and scanning electron microscopy has revealed that the coleoptilar ring 

never forms. Moreover, histological examination of mutant embryos during a 

time frame that brackets the developmental stage when the SAM first becomes 

histologically detectable in the wild-type does not reveal a nascent SAM. Thus, 

the morphogenesis of the dks8 embryo deviates from the wild-type very early in 

the initiation of the shoot, suggesting that the mutant allele conditions a primary 

block either to the specification of a shoot apical meristem or to a function of that 

group of cells. 
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111.5.1.3 Kernel Development Proceeds to Completion 

The deletion of the shoot system does not interfere with the capacity of 

other components of the seed to develop to maturity. Homozygous dks8 

embryos acquire the normal constellation of maturation-associated products, 

such as carotenoid and anthocyanin pigments, the major storage protein, GLB1, 

and the Lea protein, MLG3. The mutant weight profile parallels that of the wild-

type, indicating that their desiccation regimes are identical. Their responses to 

physiological cues in culture are appropriate for their age. Finally, the mutant 

embryos are desiccation-tolerant and fully capable of radical emergence 

following rehydration of mature, dry seed. The elongating radical produces 

many lateral roots; yet, there is no development of adventitious roots, which are 

products of the shoot system. 

The retarded rate of development of the shootless dks8 embryos, as 

reflected by their small size and persistence of the suspensor, may be a 

secondary affect of the mutant condition, since the shoot normally acts both as a 

sink and as a source of developmental cues (Jones and Simmons, 1983). 

However, this does not adequately explain the reduction in the amount of 

endosperm, which otherwise appears completely normal in color and 

consistency. "Germless" mutants of maize frequently have endosperm 

indistinguishable from the wild-type kernels (Sass and Sprague, 1950). 

Possibly, the reduced endosperm is the result of an altered interaction with the 

embryo. When the Dks8 gene is located to chromosome arm through B:A 

translocations, the identification of non-concordant kernels could test this 

directly. Alternatively, perhaps the ratio of maternal to paternal genetic 

contribution to the endosperm is upset, as it has been shown to be the case for 

the indeterminate gametophyte (ig) mutant of maize (Kermicle, 1971). 
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111.5.2 dks8 Is A Novel Maize Embryo Mutant 

The phenotype of dks8 is unique among the many embryo mutants of 

maize described in the literature (Clark and Sheridan, 1986, 1988, 1991; 

Manglesdorf, 1923; Neuffer and Sheridan, 1980; Sheridan and Thorstenson, 

1986). Some of these shootless dek and emb mutants also specifically block 

the formation of the shoot, allowing the root to be established. However, these 

mutants never complete the developmental program of the embryo or 

endosperm. They suffer from global arrest of embryo development, form shoots 

which then decline and become necrotic, or form grossly distorted embryos, all 

of which are unable to pass through the maturation phase and attain the 

potential to germinate at ear maturity. In addition, there is no disorganized 

growth in the dks8 mutants, as is the rule for other dek and emb embryos that 

exhibit early developmental blocks (Clark and Sheridan, 1986, 1988, 1991). 

Some aspects of the dks8 phenotype are similar to those previously described. 

For instance, emb*-8521 had thickened suspensors, and emb*-8545 had a 

normal axis but the scutellum was reduced in size because its upper portion 

failed to develop (Clark and Sheridan, 1991). 

Recently, the shoot meristemless (stm-1) mutant of Arabidopsis has been 

characterized by Barton and Poethig (1993). Like dks8, stm-1 specifically 

deletes the shoot apical meristem while allowing all other aspects of 

development to go to completion. The post-germination behavior of dks8 and 

stm-1 is not the same, for older stm-1 seedlings produce leaves from within the 

hypocotyl region (Barton and Poethig, 1993), whereas shootless seedlings 

never produce leaves. 
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111.5.3 The dks8 Allele Produces Variable Phenotypes 

Typically, homozygous dks8 embryos do not differentiate any portion of 

the shoot component. However, in several lineages there are "shooty" variants 

exhibiting incomplete shoot apex formation. Some of these shooty embryos 

have ectopic shoot axes, which are non-aligned with the root pole. Variable 

expression is not unique to the dks8 mutation. For example, the leafless 

phenotypes of the lanceolate (La), a mutant of tomato (Caruso, 1968; All and 

Caruso, 1976; Caruso et al., 1986) has been reported to show a range of shoot 

morphologies. Within maize, the cp*-1418 dek mutant and emb*-8519 exhibit 

varying degrees of shoot apical meristem (Sheridan and Thorstenson, 1986 

and Clark and Sheridan, 1991, respectively). Shooty embryos may be the 

result of differential activity of the putatively inserted Mu8 transposable element. 

111.5.4 dks8 Appears to Have Been Created by Insertion of A Mu8
Transposable Element 

Various maize genes have been cloned through transposon-tagging, 

including the developmentally interesting hcf-106 (Martienssen et al., 1989), 

Knl (Hake et al., 1989) and Vpl (McCarty et al., 1989). Since the dks8 mutant 

was isolated out of a Mutator transposon stock, the mutation could be due to 

insertional inactivation of the Dks8 gene by a member of the Mutator family. 

The expression pattern of the dks8 mutant is consistent with the 

supposition that it was created by a transposon insertion. Shooty embryos, 

embryos exhibiting changes in polarity (i.e., perpendicular orientation of the 

shoot apex relative to the root), and the apparent reduced transmission through 

the ovule may all be a manifestation of the activity state of the inserted 

transposable element. Suppression of mutant phenotypes due to the loss of 
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Mutator activity, which is associated with methylation of the terminal repeats of 

Mu elements, has been described in the hcr-106 mutation (Martienssen et al., 

1989) and the Knl-mum2 mutation (Hake, 1992). The shooty phenotype might 

also be a reflection of somatic instability, which is characteristic of transposable 

element insertions. 

To test for a possible tag, clones from various members of the Mutator 

family were used to probe DNA blots of individuals from a population 

segregating for the dks8 allele. Screens for cosegregation of an element with 

the dks8 allele yielded only one element that consistently remained linked. This 

tagging may provide an avenue for the future cloning of Dks8 and determining 

its product and expression, which, in turn, may help to identify the molecular 

factors responsible for cellular differentiation of the shoot apical meristem and 

pattern formation. 

111.5.5 dks8 Undergoes Reduced Transmission through The Female 
Gametophyte 

There is substantial evidence that the dks8 allele is not recovered at 

normal frequencies. Not only are there too few mutant kernels on segregating 

ears, but there are also too few heterozygous kernels. We have entertained 

three hypotheses to explain the deficiency in dks8 kernels: variable zygotic 

lethality, reduced gametic transmission, and loss of mutant phenotype due to 

incomplete penetrance, epigenetic suppression or paramutation. If zygotic 

lethality were the case, then the Dks8 gene would necessarily be active very 

early in the development of the zygote, and the homozygous mutant condition 

would be lethal in one of every three individuals. However, zygotic lethality is 

an unlikely explanation because it does not account for the low proportion of 

recovered heterozygous wild-types from segregating ears. In addition, 
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segregating ears do not consistently have scattered seed sets. Zygotic lethality 

has yet to be described for embryo-lethal mutants of maize or Arabidopsis. 

An alternative explanation is that the dks8 allele may be impeded during 

the development of either the male (pollen) or the female gametophyte (pollen 

sac) because of its own activity, linkage to a lethal gametophytic factor, or 

meiotic or post-meiotic drive, which lead to unequal gametic frequencies in 

heterozygotes. Differential transmission through the pollen was noted for many 

dek mutants (Sheridan and Neuffer, 1980), emb mutants (Clark and Sheridan, 

1991) and in embryo-lethal mutants of Arabidopsis (Meinke, 1982). Factors that 

affect megagametogenesis are more rare in higher plants (Redei, 1965). Our 

reciprocal cross experiments show that pollen transmission of dks8 equals that 

of the wild-type. Although the small numbers preclude a strong statistical test, 

our data on female transmission suggests that the dks8 allele is under-

represented in the ovules. 

It is unlikely that the Dks8 gene is expressed in the female gametophyte 

or that the dks8 allele is closely linked to a lethal gametophytic factor. Like 

zygotic lethality, both of these situations would lead to semi-sterility, which is not 

consistently found on segregating ears. Therefore, the two best working 

hypotheses to explain the under-representation of the dks8 allele are that the 

wild-type Dks8 allele undergoes meiotic or post-meiotic drive in the female, or 

else the dks8 gene is epigenetically restored to wild-type activity; i.e., that dks8 

is a suppressible mutant like the hcf-106 mutant (Martienssen et al., 1989). If, in 

a heterozygote, the wild-type allele modifies the activity of the dks8 allele so that 

some or all of its normal function is restored, then some dks8 homozygotes may 

appear wild-type and survive to maturity. Neither explanation invokes unequal 

viability of the dks8 ovules or homozygous zygotes relative to the other 
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genotypes. On the basis of the present evidence, these two explanations 

cannot be distinguished. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarizes the major observations and conclusions 

reported in this thesis. In addition, it addresses possible future directions for 

resolving issues raised through this research. 

The development of the zygote into a mature, miniature plant exemplifies 

many developmental processes that occur throughout the life of the plant. 

Some of the most extensive studies involving zygotic embryogenesis use maize 

as a model system, largely due to the historical and ongoing use of maize in 

studies of plant physiology, reproductive biology, genetics and molecular 

biology. The relatively large embryo and long period of embryogeny also are 

attractive features of maize (Sheridan and Clark, 1987). 

One of many unresolved problems in plant embryogeny concerns the 

regulation of the numerous and complex processes that together lead to the 

assembly of the mature plant embryo. This includes not only the establishment 

of the plants basic body plan, but also those processes that prepare the embryo 

for metabolic shutdown and subsequent, rapid germination. It was the overall 

goal of this thesis to characterize mutations that disrupted maize embryo 

development in order to identify developmentally important genes and to 

dissect the regulation of developmental processes. 

IV.1 cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A 

A fundamental issue in embryogeny involves the relative and specific 

contribution that the maternal plant makes to the implementation of the 

maturation program. To address this issue, we searched for maize embryo 

mutants that appeared to be defective in maturation phase processes. 
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Neuffer et al. (1986) isolated six dek mutants thought to undergo 

developmental arrest after forming only two or three of the usual five or six leaf 

primordia. This corresponds to the time when wild-type embryos begin to 

accumulate maturation products. Also, these mutants were germination 

defective, despite their healthy appearances at ear maturity (Sheridan and 

Neuffer, 1980). It was hypothesized that cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A suffered 

defects opposite to that of the viviparous mutants (such as vp1 and vp5), which 

precociously germinate on the ear rather than undergoing maturation (Neuffer 

et al., 1986; Sheridan and Clark, 1987; Quatrano, 1987). From among these six 

mutants, we focused our investigations on dek cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A 

because these two were, thus far, the best characterized (Neuffer and Sheridan, 

1980; Sheridan and Neuffer, 1980; Potts and Sheridan, 1984; and Clark and 

Sheridan, 1988). Our goal was to determine whether cp*-1311C and cp*-

1399A could undergo normal maturation processes. 

In our developmental characterization of cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A, we 

tracked the developmental timetables for maturation-associated events, such as 

the accumulation of storage macromolecules and desiccation-associated Lea 

proteins, germination response to physiological cues, and water relations. The 

results of our investigations suggest that the immature phenotypes of these 

mutants do not arise from lesions in developmentally specific genes. Rather 

than undergoing developmental arrest, they developed slowly but continuously 

until senescence of the maternal plant. Nonetheless, the maturation behavior of 

these mutants demonstrated the existence of separable embryonic and 

maternal controls over maturation phase differentiation. Maternal factors 

appear to induce both dehydration and the accumulation of a group of 

desiccation-associated proteins. All other aspects of embryo maturation follow 

the morphological schedule of the embryo. From a broader perspective, these 
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analyses demonstrate that the study of cellular mutations with indirect 

developmental consequences can provide insights into the regulation of plant 

development. 

Several avenues for future research include investigations into the 

specific nature of the dek mutations, whether the mutants' failure to resume pre-

desiccation metabolic rates are stage-appropriate, whether accumulation 

kinetics of the Lea group 1 EM protein follows the pattern exhibited by DHN, 

and whether the primary maternal factor controlling Lea protein accumulation is 

either lower water potentials or ABA. 

The physiological basis for the failure of cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A to 

develop at the wild-type pace remains unknown. Both cp*-1311C and cp*-

1399A embryos did not respond to enriched media (Sheridan and Neuffer, 

1980). Perhaps these mutants escaped auxotrophic screens because of 

problems in the uptake or transport of exogenous compounds, as was noted for 

arginine-requiring mutants in Chlamydomonas (Loppes, 1969). These deks 

could be re-screened for auxotrophy, using cell suspension cultures to minimize 

possible uptake and transport problems. There is also the possibility that cp*-

1311C and cp*-1399A failed to take up required nutrients in enriched media 

because of the presence of inhibitors, such as toxins and feedback inhibitors. 

Feedback inhibition of enzymes of the aspartate pathway may explain the 

growth inhibition of excised, mature maize embryos when cultured in excess 

lysine and threonine (Green and Donovan, 1980). 

A reasonable explanation for the failure of mature, cultured mutant 

kernels to resume pre-desiccation metabolic rates is that they have not acquired 

desiccation tolerance. This may be a normal response of same-staged wild-

type embryos, which become tolerant of rapid desiccation at stage 4. To learn 

whether mutant embryos have a normal response, developing stage 2 and 3 
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mutant and wild-type embryos could be subjected to various drying regimes 

and scored for germination or metabolic response. 

The maturation parameters measured in mutant and wild-type embryos 

were not exhaustive. Therefore, a search for other events modulated by the 

maternal environment should continue. One possibility is to look at appearance 

of other desiccation-associated Lea proteins, such as the Lea group 1 EM 

protein. An investigation into EM accumulation kinetics would test the 

generality of the model that Lea protein accumulation is maternally directed. 

For several reasons, it appears that Lea protein accumulation in 

developing maize embryos is more directly the result of maternal ABA. 

Experiments using the ABA-deficient vp5 mutation has shown that drying 

without commitant ABA synthesis is not sufficient to elicit expression of MLG3, at 

least at the protein level (Thomann et al., 1992). Yet, vp5 scutella are able to 

accumulate normal levels of MLG3 by ear-maturity when left intact on the ear 

(unpublished results). Additionally, kernel dehydration does not occur until 

around 10 days after substantial amounts of MLG3 have accumulated. Finally, 

the relatively high water percentages in cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A embryos at 

the time of high MLG3 accumulation uncouples MLG3 accumulation with low 

water potentials in developing embryos. If maternal ABA is the primary 

maternal factor responsible for Lea protein accumulation in developing 

embryos, then the in vitro culture of fertilized cob segments in the presence of 

fluridone (1-methyl-3-phenyl-543-(trifluoromethyl)pheny1]-4-(1H)-pyridinone), 

an inhibitor of carotenoid (ABA precursor) biosynthesis, should lower or 

eliminate maternal source ABA. Culture with and without exogenous ABA may 

then be performed to address the role of non-embryonic ABA in the induction or 

accumulation kinetics of MLG3 and other Lea proteins. 
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IV.2 dks8 

In a search for new and allelic dek mutations with molecular tags, we 

screened maize lines exhibiting Robertson's Mutator transposon activity. We 

isolated one mutation, dks8, that appears to determine a fundamental step in 

the formation of the embryonic shoot. 

The dks8 mutant is a member of a class of developmental mutants, called 

pattern mutants, which are likely to be defective in regulatory genes that 

establish the fundamental patterns of morphogenesis (Mayer et al., 1991). 

Recent studies of pattern mutants in Drosophila reveal that pattern formation 

genes encode either transcription factors or are components of signal 

transduction pathways (Hashimoto et al., 1988; O'Kane and Gehring, 1987; 

Stein et al., 1991; Struhl et al., 1989). On the basis of on the Drosophila model, 

the dks8 mutation is an embryonic pattern mutant. The morphological 

specificity of the dks8 mutation supports the view that plant embryo 

development is modular (Goldberg et al., 1994). 

The phenotype of dks8 is unique among the many embryo mutants of 

maize described in the literature (Clark and Sheridan, 1986, 1988, 1991; 

Manglesdorf, 1923; Neuffer and Sheridan, 1980; Sheridan and Thorstenson, 

1986). Some of Sheridan's shootless dek and emb mutants also specifically 

block the formation of the shoot, allowing the root to be established. However, 

they suffer from global arrest of embryo development, form shoots which then 

decline and become necrotic, or form grossly distorted embryos. Pair-wise 

complementation tests indicated that dks8 is not allelic with any of the shootless 

dek mutants tested. In the on-going search for alleles, dks8 should be crossed 

with several shootless emb mutants with shootless phenotypes. 
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In some lineages, mutant embryos with abnormal shoot morphologies 

accompany shootless dks8 embryos on segregating ears. The occurence of 

shooty phenotypes may be causally connected with both the low recovery of the 

dks8 mutation on segregating ears and the close linkage of dks8 with a Mu8 

transposable element. The under-representation of the dks8 allele on 

segregating ears may be due to the epigenetic suppression of the mutant 

phenotype, possibly associated with the activity state of the linked Mu8 element. 

The eventual cloning of Dks8 will allow expression studies, which, in 

turn, may lead to the identification of the molecular factors responsible for 

cellular differentiation of the shoot apical meristem. Other molecular studies 

could investigate the molecular basis for the dks8 mutation. 

Tests are underway to directly test the effect of Mutator activity by 

crossing a dks8 into active and inactive Mutator stocks and looking for variation 

in dks8 expression. Also, an examination of the methylation state, which is 

associated with Mutator activity (Chandler and Hardeman, 1992) is currently 

being conducted. 

A targeted search for Dks8 alleles should be conducted for several 

reasons. We could better ascertain the function of the Dks8 gene if there were 

an allelic series representing various phenotypic deviations from the wild-type. 

While it seems likely that the shootless phenotype represents a lack of gene 

activity, allelic variants need to be isolated and characterized to corroborate this 

assertion. Also, alleles may be critical for verifying that a cloned sequence is, in 

fact, that of Dks8. 

From a physiological perspective, the dks8 mutation is interesting in that 

both seedlings and callus-derived roots lack root hairs. It remains to be 

determined whether the dks8 mutants are defective in root hair initiation or 

elongation. While little is known about the biochemical basis for root hair 
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development, it appears that calcium ions and the phytohormones auxin and 

ethylene are involved (see Schiefelbein and Somerville, 1990, and references 

therein). Since the shoot pole is absent in the shootless dks8 embryos, dks8 

seedlings may lack root hairs because of loss of their primary site of auxin (IAA, 

indole-3-acetic acid) biosynthesis. 

The positive gravitropic curvature response of roots is modulated by the 

lateral redistribution of auxin (Mirza et al., 1984). As a preliminary test of the 

polar transport of auxin through the roots, dks8 seedling roots were checked for 

an aberrant gravitropic response. Mature dks8 kernels were germinated on the 

surface of agar-solidified GM in vertically-oriented Petri plates so that their 

embryonic axes were perpendicular to the gravity vector. The dks8 seedling 

roots did exhibit a positive gravitropic response. Taken together with the ability 

of dks8 seedlings to initiate lateral roots from the primary root, the gravitropic 

response suggests that auxin is present and undergoing redistribution. 

However, no attempt was made to determine whether the kinetics of the 

response were slow, as were the responses for the axrl auxin-resistant mutants 

of Arabidopsis (Lincoln et al., 1990). Further efforts along these lines may 

highlight the developmental consequences of shoot pole deletion and lead to 

an increased understanding of the shoot's contribution to root development. 
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APPENDIX A: GENETIC AND DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILES  
OF dek MUTANTS  

From the M2 generation following EMS (ethylmethane sulfate) pollen 

mutagenesis, Neuffer and Sheridan (1980) isolated a large number of embryo-

or seedling-lethal mutants, termed dek (defective kernel) because both the 

embryo and endosperm are defective. All are single gene, recessive mutations. 

These mutants were divided into two classes: (1) nutritional mutants, which 

could germinate, either precociously or at ear maturity, into seedlings with roots 

and leaves and (2) developmental mutants, which were germination defective. 

The developmental mutants were further divided into those which were 

morphologically abnormal and those that appeared normal but 

underdeveloped. Of the latter variety, six mutants were thought to suffer from 

morphogenic blocks after forming only two or three leaf primordia (Neuffer et al., 

1986). This corresponds to the time when wild-type embryos begin to 

accumulate maturation products. Also, these six mutants were thought to suffer 

from defects opposite to that of the viviparous mutants, which precociously 

germinate without passing through the usual intervening period of maturation 

and quiescence due to the lack of ABA synthesis or sensitivity. (Neuffer et al., 

1986; Sheridan an Clark, 1987; Quatrano, 1987). 

Historically, the Rivin laboratory has been interested understanding the 

regulation of maturation processes of maize embryogeny. Therefore, those six 

dek mutants (cp*-1385, cp*-1393A, cp*-1311C, dek17, de*-1386A, and cp*-

1399A) described above were acquired from W.F. Sheridan and M. G. Neuffer. 

Because it had recently been demonstrated that maize genes could be cloned 

via transposon tagging (for example, al by O'Reilly et al., 1985), eleven 

heretofore uncharacterized dek mutants (dksl through dks11) were isolated out 
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of an active Robertson's Mutator line (provided by Nancy Shepherd, Dupont). 

Beyond identifying genes that control morphogenesis and differentiation, it was 

anticipated that some these mutants could be exploited to dissect the 

relationship between morphogenesis, biochemical differentiation and other 

maturation processes. 

This appendix presents some of the rather sketchy data that was 

generated in a search for mutants considered worthy of further investigation. 

This study compared the ontogeny of the mutant and wild-type embryos, 

matched by morphological stage and calendar age (in days after pollination). 

Described in terms of growth kinetics, embryonic morphology, and maturation, 

the developmental potential of these dek mutants was investigated by asking 

the following questions: 

1). Do any of the mutants in our collections represent alleles?  

2). What are the terminal phenotypes of the mutants?  

3). Do dek mutants arrest at a specific stage in embryogenesis, or  

are they developmentally delayed?  

4). Are dek embryos capable of germinating?  

5). Do dek embryos undergo processes characteristics of the  

maturation pathway?  

6). On what chromosome arms are the Dks genes located?  

A.1 Plant Material 

Maize (Zea mays L.) defective kernel mutants cp*-330D, cp*-1385, de*-

1386A, cp*-1393, cp*-1311C and cp*-1399A were obtained from W. F. 

Sheridan (University of N. Dakota, Grand Forks) and M. G. Neuffer (University of 

Missouri, Columbia). The mutants were maintained as heterozygotes and 
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recovered from self-pollinated ears because the mutations are homozygous 

lethal. Under our field conditions in Corvallis, Oregon, mutant kernels can be 

identified on a segregating ear around 15 DAP by their small size and pale 

color. The dek mutants were in a mixed genetic background of the early-

maturing strain, ES478LF (Clark and Sheridan, 1988), and the large-embryo 

strain, Alexander High Oil (Alexander and Creech, 1977). 

A.2 Genetics 

A.2.1 Heritability And Segregation Ratios 

The dks recovered from the active Mutator line had not been previously 

been tested for heritability or segregation ratios to determine the number of 

genes responsible for each abnormal phenotype. Therefore, plants grown from 

wild-type seed of "segregating" ears were self-pollinated, and the resulting ears 

were scored for the segregation of dek mutants. Approximately 2/3 of the plants 

from each mutant family, with the exception of dks10, segregated for defective 

kernels in the ratio of 3 wild-types to 1 dek. Only four of six wild-type kernels of 

the dks10 mutant germinated, and none segregated for mutant kernels when 

self-pollinated. Therefore, there is no dks10 mutant. All other members of the 

dks population proved to be heritable, monogenetic recessive mutations. 

A.2.2 Allelism Tests 

In order to ascertain whether any of the dks mutants were allelic among 

themselves or the six EMS-induced dek mutants of Sheridan and Neuffer, 

pairwise crosses were made among the ten dks (Mu-population) and between 
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all ten dks mutants and the six EMS dek mutants of Sheridan and Neuffer. A 

minimum of six crosses was made between each pair of mutants so that there 

would be a high probability (over 97%) that at least one cross occurred between 

heterozygotes (the mutations were maintained in heterozygotes because they 

were lethal in the homozgyous condition). All mutations proved to be non-

allelic with the possible exception of dksl and dks2. 

The results from the crosses between dks 1 and dks2 mutants were 

inconsistent -- i.e., segregating and non-segregating ears were recovered from 

crosses between different pairs of "heterozygotes." High kernel abortion rates 

occurring in both of these mutant families for two successive field seasons 

served to obscure the segregation calls for both the self-pollinated ears of 

parental plants as well as the outcrossed ears. The kernel phenotypes of both 

dksl and dks2 are very difficult to distinguish from the aborted, non-dks kernels. 

To resolve this question of allelism between dksl and dks2, both mutants 

should be outcrossed into an inbred line, such as W22, in an attempt to reduce 

the number of abortions, and then allelism tests should be repeated. 

A.2.3 Profiles of dek Mutants 

A.2.3.1 cp*-1385 

The terminal phenotype of this mutant was reported by Sheridan and 

Neuffer (1980) to be stage 2. The results of this investigation concur, even 

though the growth rate and final size of the mutant embryo varied between 

seasons (Fig. A.1). The immature terminal phenotype was due to slow growth 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 Wild-typeStages -c 2 dek 

Wild-type 1991 

dek 1991 

Wild-type 1989 

dek 1989 

DAP 

Fig. A.1. Growth and morphogenesis of mutant cp*-1385 and wild-type 
embryos from two field seasons. T = transition stage, C = coleoptilar stage, 1-6 
= stages 1 through 6. 

and development, rather than normal development and then arrest. There is no 

developmental arrest. Occasionally, the mutant axes were slightly 

displaced relative to the longitudinal axis of the scutellum, and sometimes the 

scutellum was enlarged on one side of the embryonic axis. Otherwise, the 

phenotypes were that of immature wild-type embryos. The earliest date that this 

mutant could be distinguished from the normal wild-type was 13 DAP (Table 

A.1). Carotenoids, as visually assessed by their yellow color, accumulated 

between stages 1 and 2, which is the normal schedule of accumulation. The 

polypeptide profiles from sibling wild-type and mutants from the same 

segregating ears are very different (data not shown). Western analysis with 

anti-GLB serum (data not shown) indicated that the mutant does not accumulate 

detectable levels of GLB1, which suggest that biochemical differentiation did not 

continue without concomitant morphogenesis. At ear maturity the wild-type 
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Table A.1. Phenotypes of dek mutants. FD = days after pollination when 
mutant kernel first distinguishable from wild-type, ND = no data, C = coleoptilar 
stage, T = transition stage, 1-4 = stages 1 through 4. 

Mutant FD (DAP) Terminal Stage 

cp*-1385 13 2 

cp*-1393A 15 2 

de*-1386 14 2b 

dek17 13 3 

dksl 14 2 

dks2 15 C 

dks3 14 T 

dks4 14 3 

dks5 12 2 a 

dks6 15 T 

dks7 14 4a 

dks9 ND 2 a 

dks10 ND ND 

dks11 ND 2-3a 

aAbnormal morphology.  
b Reported by Sheridan and Neuffer (1980) to reach stage 3.  

kernels had 4.10% lipid, whereas the dek kernels had only 0.62% lipid (Table 

A.2). The mutants were unable to germinate from dry, mature ears despite 

their healthy appearance (Table A.3), as was noted by Sheridan and Neuffer 

(1980). 
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Table A.2. Lipid percentages (w/w) for dek and wild-type kernels from dry, 
mature ears. 

Mutant Wild-type dek 

cp*-1393A 4.89 0.00 

cp*-1385 4.10 0.62 

de*-1386 3.77 1.54 

dekl 7 4.14 2.43 

dksl 3.58 0.47 

dks4 3.60 1.19 

dks5 3.89 0.02 

dks7 4.06 1.96 

dksl 1 3.85 3.27 

A.2.3.2 cp*-1393A 

The terminal phenotype of this mutant was that of a normal stage 2 wild-

type embryo. Although the scutella were thicker than that of stage 2 wild-type 

embryos as viewed from the side, there were no major morphological 

abnormalities. As noted in Table A.1, the phenotype of the mutant kernels 

became distinct from the larger, more yellow wild-types by 15 DAP. At ear 

maturity, wild-type lipid percentage was 4.89%, whereas no lipid was detected 

in dek kernels (see Table A.2). The protein profile of the ear-mature mutant 

embryos was very different from that of their wild-type siblings (data not shown). 

The wild-type embryos accumulated a large store of globulins; however, no 

GLB1 was detected in the dek embryos (data not shown). The lethality of this 

embryo was manifested in its inability to germinate after the conclusion of 

embryogeny. 
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Table A.3. Germination percentages for mutant and wild-type embryos from 
dry, mature ears. 

Mutant Wild-type dek 

cp*-1393A 80 0 

cp*-1385 100 0 

de*-1386 100 0  

dek17 80  0  

dksl 100  2  

dks3 70  0 

dks4 100 4 

dks5 90 0 

dks6 100 0 

dks7 80 0 

A.2.3.3 dek17 

This mutant exhibited a terminal phenotype of a wild-type at stage 3, 

which is consistent with that reported by Sheridan and Neuffer (1980). The 

kernel phenotype showed great variability in size. Because Guy Farrish, a 

graduate student in Sheridan's laboratory, was studying this mutant for his M.S. 

thesis, no further characterization of dek17 was undertaken. 

A.2.3.4 de*-1386 

By senescence of the ear, this mutant has generated up to two leaf 

primordia (stage 2). However, Sheridan and Neuffer (1980) found that the 
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mutant embryos develop to stage 3. The earliest distinguishable age of mutant 

expression was 14 DAP under our field conditions (see Table A.1). Except for 

thicker scutella, the mutant embryos appeared as immature wild-type embryos. 

Like most of the mutants in this study, dek-1386 mutant embryos grew and 

elaborated their body plans slowly but continuously throughout the measured 

period of ontogeny (Fig. A.2). de*-1386 westerns with antiserum to GLB (data 

not shown) indicated that neither the wild-type nor the mutant accumulated 

GLB1 (i.e., GLB1 null). Lipid accumulation was also slow and steady, reaching 

levels appropriate for stage 2 or 3 wild-type embryos. The final lipid percentage 

was 1.54% for mutant kernels vs. 3.77% for their wild-type siblings sampled 

from the same segregating ear (see Table A.2). Although the mutants' 

embryonic axes showed no signs of degeneration, the mutants were unable to 

germinate from a mature, dry ear. 

A.2.4 Profiles of dks Mutants 

A.2.4.1 dksl 

The dksl mutant kernel phenotype first became evident around 14 DAP. 

Like the EMS set of dek mutants of Neuffer and Sheridan, dksl kernels were 

distinguishable from the wild-type kernels on the same segregating ear by their 

retarded development. Wild-type sibling kernels appeared more plump and 

yellow. The mutant embryos grew and progressed through the proper 

sequence of morphogenesis in a sluggish but uninterrupted fashion so that by 

the conclusion of embryogeny, the mutant embryos had developed up to two 

leaf primordia (Fig. A.3). 
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Fig. A.2. Developmental profiles of de*-1386A and wild-type siblings. T = 
transition stage, C = coleoptilar stage, 1-6 = stages 1 through 6. 

Lipids did not accumulate in appreciable amounts until the embryos 

began to develop their second leaf primordia, which corresponds to the 

morphological stage when wild-type embryos begin to mature. Mutant kernels 

from mature, dry ears accumulate ca. 14% of the wild-type total lipid percentage 

(see Table A.2). A trace amount of GLB1 was detected in the mutant embryos at 

ear maturity, though GLB1 was abundant in the wild-type embryos (data not 

shown). Carotenoids were accumulated in accordance with the morphological 
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Fig. A.3. Developmental profile of dksl mutants and wild-type siblings. T = 
transition stage, C = coleoptilar stage, 1-6 = stages 1 through 6. 

timetable. This mutant has the potential for precocious germination, 

demonstrated by the successful germination of stage 2 (43 DAP) embryos in 

GM. Although they were able to green, the seedlings were spindly and died 

before expanding their third leaves. One of fifty embryos germinated from 

imbibed and cultured kernels of a dry, mature ear (see Table A.3). Attempts to 

locate the Dks1 gene to chromosome arm appear to have been successful, 

locating the locus to the long arm of chromosome 5 (Table A.4). However, the 
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F1 must be planted, self-pollinated and checked for the presence of mutant 

kernels before it can be certain that the dksl parent actually carried the mutant 

allele. 

A.2.4.2 dks2 

The furthest developed dks2 embryo found was at the coleoptilar stage, 

and this is one of three dks mutants in this study that appeared to suffer from a 

developmental block vs. retardation. Before the ear had senesced, the mutant 

kernel became very shriveled and not easily dissected. On mature segregating 

ears, mutant kernels were very small, white, shriveled and collapsed. Efforts to 

locate the Dks2 gene to chromosome arm were unsuccessful (Table A.4). 

A.2.4.3 dks3 

The mutant embryos were very difficult to isolate due to their very early 

arrest phenotype. At 34 DAP the mutant embryo was at the transition stage, and 

no further morphological progress was made by full ear maturity. The kernels 

were very small and white, becoming shriveled by 40 DAP. This mutant had 

only reached the transition stage by the end of embryogeny. There was no 

germination potential from a dry, mature ear (see Table A.3). 

A.2.4.4 dks4 

Expression of the mutant condition was first evident at 14 DAP due to the 

slow developmental pace of the mutant. The dks4 embryos enlarged and 

underwent morphogenic change slowly and steadily (Fig. A.4). As was true for 

most of the mutants in this study, there was no developmental arrest. By the 



Table A.4. Results of gene location tests for dks mutants, using the T-B methods of Beckett (1978). 
(Since the dks parents were not self-pollinated, seed from the Fi ears need to be sown and self-pollinated 
to verify that the dks parents were heterozygotes). x = no mutant embryos are endosperms found, ND = no 
data. 

Chromosome 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

B-A Trans location 
Designation 

TB 1Sb 
TB - 1La 
TB - 2Sa 
TB 1Sb-2L4464 
TB - 5La-3Lb 
TB-3Sb 
TB - 4Sa 
TB - 4Lc 
TB - 5Sc 
TB - 5La 
TB - 6Sa 
TB-6Lc 
TB-7Lb 
TB - 7Sc 
TB - 8Lc 
TB - 9Sb 

TB-9Lc 
TB-10Sc 
TB-10L20 

Arm(s) Uncovered 

1S.05 to end 
1L.2 to end 
ca. 2S.5 to end 
2L.28 to end 
3L.61 to end 
3S.5 to end 
4S.25 to end 
4L.15 ± .20 to end 
5S.3 to end 
5L.1 to end 
6S.5 to end 
6L.11 to end 
7L.30 to end 
Part of 7S 
8L.24 ± .05 to end 
9S.4 to end 
9L.1 to end 
10.3 to end 
10L distal TB-10L36 

1 2 

x 
x 
x 
x 

ND 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x  

x  
x  
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

dks 
4 5 7 9 
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cessation of development, the mutant embryos had established up to three leaf 

primordia. There was a large amount of variability in the size and stage of the 

mutant embryos from the same ear. However, the size of the scutella remained 

linked to stages, and the mutant embryos varied by no more than one leaf 

primordia. There were no morphological abnormalities. Both the embryos and 

the endosperm of the mutant accumulated the yellow carotenoids at stage 

appropriate times. As shown in Fig. A.4, lipid accumulation was following a 

stage-specific schedule. Lipid percentiles measured at ear maturity (see Table 

A.2) were 3.6% for the wild-type kernels and 1.19% for the mutant kernels (i.e., 

one third of normal). A comparison of the protein profiles of mutant and sibling 

wild-type embryos sampled from the same dry, mature, segregating ear 

revealed that the mutant profile differed from the wild-type not only in the 

presence of some bands but also in the intensity of some of the bands (data not 

shown). In a test of germination potential from a mature, dry ear, two of fifty dks4 

embryos germinated into weak seedlings (see Table A.3). The chromosomal 

location of the mutant was not established. 

A.2.4.5 dks5 

By 12 DAP the mutant kernels were distinguishable from the wild-type. 

The dks5 mutant developed slowly but continuously until senescence of the ear, 

eventually reaching stage 2 (Fig. A.5). Mutant kernels failed to accumulate 

even stage-appropriate levels of lipids. This mutant was most notable for its 

abnormal morphology. Frequently, the shoot apex was deleted and the 

scutellum was round so that it appeared very much like the dks8 mutant (see 

Chapter III). Unlike the dks8 mutant, dks5 was not able to germinate from 
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Fig. A.4. Developmental profiles of dks4 and wild-type siblings. T = transition 
stage, C = coleoptilar stage, 1-6 = stages 1 through 6. 

mature, dry kernels; and there appeared to be no problems in transmission. 

Efforts to locate the Dks5 gene to a chromosome arm were unsuccessful (see 

Table A.4). 
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Fig. A.5. Developmental profile of dks5 and wild-type siblings. T = transition 
stage, C = coleoptilar stage, 1-5 = stages 1 through 5. 

A.2.4.6 dks6 

Like dks2 and dks3, this mutant appeared to suffer from developmental 

arrest during embryogenesis. By 15 DAP the mutant kernels are recognizable 

by their small size and absence of yellow coloration, and the embryos are at the 

transition stage. During the remainder of the embryonic period, the mutant 
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embryos undergo no further change in size or shape, except to dry. As 

expected from its very immature phenotype, this mutant did not germinate when 

kernels from a mature, dry ear were imbibed and cultured. No further 

characterization of this mutant was attempted. 

A.2.4.7 dks7 

Beginning around 14 DAP the mutant kernels appear smaller and whiter 

than the wild-type kernels. Mutant embryos grew and underwent 

morphogenesis continuously but more slowly than the wild-type (Fig. A.6). 

There was a great deal of variability in size of the mutant kernels and 

morphological stage of the mutant embryos so that by 60 DAP mutant embryos 

ranged between stage 2 and stage 4. The mutant embryo sizes were 

appropriate for their morphological stage. Carotenoids and anthocyanins 

accumulated according to the morphological timetable. Lipid accumulation 

followed the same timetable as morphogenesis (Fig. A.6). By the end of embryo 

development, the mutant accumulated nearly half (48%) that amassed by their 

wild-type siblings (see Table A.2). Despite the advanced stage (stage 4) 

reached by some of the mutants and their healthy appearance, no mutant 

embryos germinated from a dry, mature ear (see Table A.3). Gene location was 

not determined. 

A.2.4.8 dks9 

This mutant was usually unstageable because the shape of the embryos 

was quite variable. Occasionally, two leaf primordia could be found in putative 

mutant embryos at ear maturity. The scutella of these embryos were thickened 

dorsoventrally and had accumulated anthocyanins. However, these "mutant" 
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Fig. A.6. Developmental profiles of dks7 and wild-type siblings. T = transition 
stage, C = coleoptilar stage, 1-5 = stages 1 through 5. 

embryos may have been misscored wild-types, for most mutant embryos were 

small (ca. 1 mm), multi-lobed masses of tissue with no recognizable embryonic 

axes. Chromosome arm location of the Dks9 gene was not determined. 
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A.2.4.9 dks11 

Unlike all other dek embryos in this study, the size of the mutant kernels 

and associated embryos was variable. This was also true for the morphological 

stages of the mutant embryos, which reached early stage 3 to early stage 4 by 

ear maturity (Fig. A.7). Rather than represent a size continuum, the dek 

embryos appeared to fall into two distinct size populations. However, the 3:1 

ratio of wild-type to mutant kernels precluded the possibility that there were two 

mutant genes represented on segregating ears. This situation may reflect the 

heterogeneous background of the mutant stock and, perhaps, may be a second 

site modifier. Many maize emb embryos exhibit a range of stages. For 

example, emb*-8532 undergoes developmental arrest anywhere between the 

coleoptilar stage to stage 4 (Clark and Sheridan, 1991). The mutant scutella 

were thickened dorsoventrally, but there were no gross morphological 

abnormalities. Carotenoids and anthocyanins were expressed normally, 

according to the morphology of the embryos. Consistent with the relatively late 

morphological stage reached, the mutant kernels were able to accumulate large 

stores of lipids -- 3.27%, which was 85% of that accumulated by the wild-types 

(see Table A.2). 

The mission of this preliminary investigation was to select embryo 

mutants that warranted further study due to their potential for increasing our 

understanding of embryo development and based on what appeared to be an 

interesting phenotype and potential for cloning. One set of dek mutants, which 

were isolated following EMS pollen mutagenesis, were previously 

characterized, both genetically and developmentally (Neuffer and Sheridan, 

1980; Sheridan and Neuffer, 1980) and appeared promising for the study of the 

regulation of the maturation phase of embryogeny. In the hope of finding a 
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Fig. A.7. Profile of cumulative growth and morphogenesis for dks11 and wild-
type embryos. T = transition stage, C = coleoptilar stage, 1-5 = stages 1 through 
5. Morphological stages based on the scheme of Abbe and Stein (1954). 

transposon-tagged gene for one of the maturation defective EMS mutants, a 

second set of defective kernel (dks) mutants with the same general kernel 

phenotype was selected from a maize stock having active transposable 

elements of the Mutator family. Complementation testing revealed that the dks 

mutants represented different genes, with the possible exception of dksl and 

dks2, and that they were not allelic to the phenotypically similar EMS-induced 

mutants. 

There are a number of shared characteristics between these two sets of 

embryo mutants. All represent monogenetic, recessive lesions in genes that 

are required for the completion of normal embryo development. Each mutant is 

properly considered to be a dek mutant because both the endosperm and 

embryo are defective. The development of the mutant kernels lagged behind 
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that of their normal counterparts on the same ear, resulting in smaller, lighter 

colored, more translucent kernels, which were distinguishable from the wild-

type around the time when the wild-types were entering the maturation phase. 

These dek mutants are embryo-lethals because they are unable to resume 

development upon imbibition of the dry, mature kernel. Growth kinetics, pace of 

morphogenesis and accumulation of maturation-associated macromolecules 

were ubiquitously sub-normal with respect to calendar age. With the exception 

of dks9, these dek embryos had relatively minor morphological abnormalities, 

such as thickened scutella, and so resemble immature wild-type embryos. 

The presence of storage macromolecules, such as lipids and GLB1, were 

used as molecular indicators of whether the dek embryos continue to 

differentiate beyond what would be expected from their morphological 

progression. Cumulative lipid profiles for dek kernels and their wild-type 

siblings were constructed by measuring total lipid content of dried whole 

kernels. dek mutants accumulated no or relatively little storage lipids. 

However, the percentage of lipid appeared appropriate for the morphological 

stages attained. Also, those mutants that were tested for the presence of the 

globulin storage protein, GLB1, had trace levels at best. Therefore, it appears 

that biochemical differentiation associated with the maturation phase does not 

outpace growth and morphogenesis for any mutant in either of these two sets of 

dek mutants. 

Despite their many shared characteristics, the defective kernel mutants 

reported in this chapter can be divided into two classes those which undergo 

developmental arrest, and those which undergo retarded but continuous 

development. dks2, dks3 and dks6 appear to suffer from developmental blocks 

that are so widely ascribed to embryo-lethal mutants in the literature. 
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Apparently, the normal expression of the represented genes is necessary for 

continued growth and morphological progression. 

Those mutants that were selected for further study are presented in the 

main body of the thesis. Their selection was based upon several criteria, 

including ease in identifying the mutant kernel on a segregating ear, uniformity 

of mutant expression, and unusual phenotype. The dks2, dks3 and dks6 

mutants were immediately eliminated from consideration because their minute 

sizes made them difficult to handle, and these deks did not represent mutations 

in maturation processes. dks5 was not chosen for much detailed further study 

because of its inconsistent embryo phenotype. dks9 was unstageable because 

of the highly variable phenotype. dks7 and dks11 had variably-sized kernels 

and embryos, making them difficult to characterize. dksl and dks4 were 

attractive candidates, but RFLP analyses (not shown) revealed that they had 

few Mu1-homologous bands (Mu1 was responsible for most of the known 

mutations known to be due to the Mutator family). Of the EMS-induced set of 

mutants, dek17 was never considered because it was currently being 

characterized by Guy Farrish, a graduate student in Sheridan's laboratory 

(University of North Dakota, Grand Forks). The mutants cp*-1311C and cp*-

1399A (see Chapter II) were eventually chosen over the remaining EMS deks 

because they were the best characterized by Sheridan and his coworkers. 

dks8 was chosen for both its unique phenotype and potential for cloning via 

transposon-tagging. 
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APPENDIX B: GENETICS OF MLG3 

Thomann et al. (1992) found size variation for both major and minor 

MLG3 polypeptides between the inbreds Gaspe Flint (GF) and W22 and the 

vp5/+ line. To see if other inbred lines exhibited this variation, mature embryo 

proteins from several inbreds and mutant lines were separated by SDS-PAGE, 

blotted and reacted with MLG3 antiserum. The results presented in Fig. B.1 

show that there were at least two size alleles of the major MLG3 band. In W22, 

Gaspe Flint, the major band is 29 kD. In Ky21, B37 and the vp5 heterozygote 

stock, the major band detected is 27 kD. 

The inbreds W22 and Ky21 clearly had different sized bands. This 

variation was used to address two questions: (1) Is the variation between 

genotypes due to variation in the primary translation product(s), or in the 

modification processes? (2) Do all the bands in a particular genotype arise 

from the same primary translation product via modification, or are they products 

of different primary peptides? 

The approach taken to answer these questions was to analyze 

segregation patterns of the MLG3 bands in western blots of F1 hybrid and F2 

individuals from the parental cross of W22 and Ky21. Presented in Fig. B.2 are 

the banding patterns of parental inbreds and the expected patterns in two 

subsequent generations of self-pollinated individuals, depending upon the 

relationship of the major and minor bands within each hybrid, and upon the 

relationship between the major bands between the inbreds. Possible outcomes 

included the following: 

A. If the major bands represent the primary translation products of 

codominant alleles and the minor bands represent modifications, one would 
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Fig. B.1. Allelic variants of MLG3 polypeptides. A. Coomassie-stained gel of 
mature embryo proteins from various inbreds. Arrow shows band excised for 
antibody production. B. Western blot of duplicate gel reacted with antiserum to 
MLG3. Lanes: a = Gaspe Flint; b = W22; c = vp1/+; d = vp5/+; e = B37; f = Ky21. 

would expect to see the superimposition of both parental sets of bands in the F1 

and a ratio of 1:2:1 in the F2. 
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Fig. B.2. Hypothetical Western blot of MLG3 size-allele segregation. Analysis 
of observed MLG3 banding patterns in parental (P) W22 and Ky21 inbreds and 
possible patterns in the first generation (Fi; W22 x Ky21) and a subset of the 
second generation (F2; self-pollination of the F1). A = codominance, B = 
dominance, C = dominance and codominance. The outcome in the filial 
generations depends upon the dominance relationship between the major (29 
and 27 kD) bands and the minor (24 and 21 kD) bands within each hybrid and 
the major bands between the hybrids. 

B. If the major bands represent the primary translation products of alleles 

with a dominance relationship (due to a processing activity) and the 

minor bands represent modifications, then one would expect to see only one 

parental type of banding pattern in the F1 and a ratio of 3 dominant pattern: 1 

recessive pattern in the F2. 

C. If some of the bands show dominance while others show 

codominance, then more than one locus was involved and would produce any 

one of many possible banding patterns in the F2. 

As shown in Fig. B.3, both the 27 and 29 kD bands were present in 

reciprocal F1 hybrid individuals, as one would expect for codominant size 

alleles. The banding patterns of individual F2 embryos revealed that 

approximately half had one or the other parental band and that half possessed 
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Fig. B.3 Western blots of mature embryo proteins from vp mutants and inbreds 
probed with antisera to the Lea proteins, MLG3 and DHN. A. Blots reacted with 
MLG3 antisera reveal that W22 and Ky21 have MLG3 size alleles. B. Duplicate 
blots of those shown in panel A were probed with DHN antisera, showing that 
MLG3 and DHN represent different loci. Lanes: a, q = Ky21; b, r = W22; c = 
Ky21 x W22 hybrid (F1); d o = F2 individuals from self-pollinated Ky21 x W22 
hybrid. 

both bands. These results strongly suggest that the bands represent size 

alleles of a single gene or complex locus of closely linked genes. 

The data presented in Fig. B.3 also identifies Iwo as a separate gene 

from Dhn. Both are stable in aqueous solution even after boiling for 10 minutes 

(Thomann et al., 1992), and both light up a 24 kD band. To eliminate the 

possibility that they were simply detecting different domains of the same or 
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derivative (modified or degraded) proteins, duplicate blots were probed with 

anti-MLG3 and anti-DHN. Because the antisera create a different banding 

pattern, DHN and MLG3 cannot be products of the same gene. 
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APPENDIX C: MUTATOR AND TRANSPOSON TAGGING 

Transposable elements are discrete segments of DNA that have been 

described as "jumping genes" because they move (transpose) to other sites in 

the genome. As a consequence of this movement, host genes undergo 

insertional mutagenesis. Transposon insertion creates a variety of mutant 

phenotypes, depending upon the site, orientation and activity state of the 

transposable element (reviewed in Freeling, 1984; Wessler, 1988). 

In maize, three well characterized families of transposable elements, 

Mutator (Mu), Activator/Dissociation (Ac/Ds), and Suppressor-

mutator(Enhancer) (Spm(En }), have been used to clone developmentally 

interesting genes, including Al using Spm(En) and Mu1 (O'Reilly et al., 1985), 

Hcf-106 using Mu1 (Martienssen et al., 1989), Kn1 using Ds2 (Hake et al., 

1989), and Vp1 using Mu1 (McCarty et al., 1989). Each transposable element 

family has its advantages and limitations for mutagenesis and transposon 

tagging. Since it is beyond the scope of this review to discuss all three systems, 

the reader is referred to the comprehensive reviews by Federoff (1983 and 

1989) and Bennetzen et al. (1987). 

C.1 General Characteristics of Mutator 

To date, eleven members of the Mu family have been isolated, including 

ten defective members that are activated by the autonomous element, MuDR 

(named in honor of the discoverer, Donald Robertson). All Mu elements share 

homologous ca. 220-bp inverted terminal repeats; otherwise, they are 

molecularly heterogeneous. Based on internal sequence homologies, the 

members can be grouped into seven classes: (1) Mu1, Mu1-del and M112, (2) 
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Mu3, (3) Mu4, (4) Mu5, (5) Mu7/6 plus rcy.Mu7, (6) Mu8 and (7) MuDR.  

Because it frequently occurs in the highest copy number (20 to 40 copies per  

genome), Mu1 is responsible for most of the mutations isolated thus far (Walbot,  

1991; Chandler and Hardeman, 1992). The remaining Mu elements are less  

frequent (2-4 copies per genome); and, since different Mu elements can be  

examined individually with probes to the unique internal sequences,  

cosegregation analyses with the non-Mu1 elements are less laborious.  

Transpositions tend to occur at high frequencies shortly before or during 

meiosis, and less frequently as development progresses (Levy and Walbot, 

1990). Both the frequency and timing of Mu1 transposition are negatively 

correlated with the degree of methylation of the element itself as well as with 

methylation of the host DNA sequences (Chandler and Walbot, 1986; 

Bennetzen, 1987). It is unknown whether this can be generalized to the other 

Mu elements, though loss of activity correlated with methylation has been 

demonstrated for both Spm(En) and Ac/Ds families (Wessler, 1988). Full loss 

of transpositional activity is usually preceded by a gradual decline in 

transposition rate; however, it can occur in a single generation (Chandler and 

Hardeman, 1992). Activity can be regained "spontaneously" in a cross between 

Mutator stocks or upon outcrossing to non-Mutator stocks (Hardeman and 

Chandler, 1989). Also, as shown by Barkan and Martienssen (1991), the 

activity of Mu promoters can be mediated by factors that regulate the 

transcriptional activity of the host gene. 

One of the hallmarks of transposon mutagenesis is the instability of the 

mutation, as seen in the somatic reversion of mutant to wild-type sectors of 

tissues. The effects of Mu insertions on gene expression and phenotype 

stability have been well-documented at various loci, including Adhl (Taylor and 
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Walbot, 1985), Kn1 (Hake et al., 1989), Vp1 (McCarty et al., 1989) and Hcf-106 

(Martienssen et al., 1989). 

There are several advantages and limitations on the use of the Mutator 

system over Spm(En) and Ac/Ds . One of the advantages is the very high 

mutation rate of 10-3 to 10-6 gametes per locus (Roberston, 1978 and 1985; 

Walbot et al., 1986; Patterson et al., 1991), which allows for the isolation of 

numerous mutations. A second advantage is transposition to unlinked sites; 

i.e., the movement of the Mu elements is not limited to linked sites, as is the 

movement of Ac/Ds elements. 

C.2 General Strategy for Cloning via Transposon Tagging with 
Mutator 

If the mutant of interest is isolated out of an active Mutatorstock and 

exhibits a recognizable phenotype, then one can attempt to clone the gene via 

transposon tagging. To identify the relevant Mu element, one must establish the 

absolute linkage of a Mutator family member to the mutant phenotype using 

RFLP analyses. Probes made from internal sequences of the 1.4-kb Mu1 

element is a logical place to start, since, as stated earlier, it is the most 

abundant and, therefore, the most probable mutagen (Walbot, 1991; Chandler 

and Hardeman, 1992). However, other Mu elements have been found to be the 

tagging element, including Mu3 for the y1 locus (Buckner et al., 1990) and Mu8 

for the wx (Fleenor et al., 1990). Once a cosegregating restriction fragment is 

identified, then hybridization probes unique to internal sequences of the 

presumptive Mu element present at the locus of interest are used as a source of 

homology to select clones from a phage genomic library (see Fig. C.1). 
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A  
Mu8 Dks8 

r1/4--T---1 Replication and Transposition 

Donor 

B  

* * 
r1=EI 

E=:!C1V3M111==1 

* * 

=1111111C=1 

Recipient 

(dks8) 

Construct a genomic library prepared from a 
plant carrying both the wild-type Dks8 ( 
and mutant ( =KIE ) alleles. 

Screen the library using a32 P-labelled Mu8 
probe (® * ) as a source of homology to 
isolate the DNA fragment containing the Mu8 
element. 

Subclone a region flanking the Mu8 element 
and, in turn, use it as a probe ( ) to 
identify the fragment in the library that 
contains the wild-type Dks8 allele. 

Fig. C.1. Cloning Dks8 by transposon-tagging. A. Mu8 insertional 
mutagenesis. B. Generalized cloning scheme via transposon tagging. 
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The absence of independent assortment between the Mu element and 

the mutant phenotype only establishes linkage, rather than mutation by Mu 

insertion into the relevant gene. That is, the Mu element that is cosegregating 

with the mutant phenotype may only be near the loci of interest and not within it. 

There are several approaches that one can take to verify that the sequence of 

DNA subcloned belongs to the gene of interest. One way is to use probes 

made from DNA regions flanking the transposon to hybridize blots of DNA from 

the progenitor or revertant individuals to ascertain the absence of the identified 

restriction fragment. Another way is to use the same probes on DNA blots of 

individuals containing independently isolated alleles to look for invariable 

cosegregation of a restriction fragment with the mutant phenotype. 

Complementation of the mutant allele by transformation is an alternative that 

may become routine in the future but currently is the domain of relatively few 

labs (Chandler, 1994). 

A great advantage of cloning via transposon tagging is that no 

knowledge of the gene or the gene product is necessary, as it is in cDNA 

technologies. Potential drawbacks to the use of the Mutator system to generate 

tagged mutants is the high copy number of Mu1. However, sometimes 

adequate resolution of the restriction fragments can be made when different 

restriction enzymes are employed (Chandler and Hardeman, 1992). Another 

potential problem is that individuals possessing the mutant allele may be 

scored as wild-types due to Mu-suppression phenomena (Martienssen et al., 

1989), which would complicate the cosegregation analyses. This problem can 

easily be avoided by limiting the cosegregation analyses to individuals with 

mutant phenotypes (Chandler, 1994). 
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APPENDIX D: USE OF B-A TRANSLOCATIONS  
FOR GENE PLACEMENT  

Knowledge of gene location reduces the number of complementation 

tests required when one is searching for new alleles. In the case of recessive 

lethals, tests for allelism become cumbersome because the mutant alleles must 

be maintained in heterozygotes. At least six times as many crosses would be 

required to obtain a good chance of successfully crossing one heterozygous 

mutant with another as would be necessary if the mutants could be crossed as 

homozygotes. To reduce the number of allelism tests, one could locate mutant 

genes to chromosome arms. Pair-wise crosses then need to be conducted only 

for those mutants located to the same chromosome arm. There are numerous 

examples in the literature where B-A translocations have been used to locate 

genes, including dek genes, to chromosome arms (Neuffer and Sheridan, 

1980). 

The basic idea of mapping with B-A translocations is the removal of a 

dominant allele to "uncover" the recessive, i.e., allow the recessive allele to be 

expressed in the hemizygous state. The expression of the recessive allele 

reveals the arm on which the gene of interest resides. This method of gene 

placement exploits the accumulation mechanism of B chromosomes, the 

availability of translocation stock and the reproductive biology of maize. There 

are two sequential methods, the primary method and the supplemental method, 

outlined below (see Fig. D.1). 

D.1 Primary (F1) Method 

To locate recessive genes to chromosome arm, female heterozygous 

plants are pollinated by T-B stock carrying a basic set of translocations, which 
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Female parent from ear 
Series of male parents fromsegregating for mutant ofParents T-B stocks (also outcrossed tointerest (also self- pollinate to X female testers to ensure thatascertain that the plant is 
they are carrying the T-B).heterozygous for mutant allele). 

1 

Screen for mutant. Expect segregating ears to have 7.5 - 13.5 % 
mutant embryos with normal endosperm and 5-9 % wild-type 
embryos with mutant endosperm.* 

F1 
If observe mutant kernels of 

If observe no mutants, then either reciprocal type at 
self pollinate the F1 expected ratios, then the 
hypoploids (Supplementary gene of interest is located on 
Method). the chromosome arm linked 

to the B centromere. 

*Assumes no rescue by interaction 
between mutant and wild-type 
components. 

1 

Screen for mutant of interest. 

If observe 100% mutant i 

i If observe 3 wild-type:1 
F2 (both kernel mutant,i 

components), i then mutant allele not  
then mutant allele  I located on this  
located I  chromosome arm.  
on this chromsome arm' I  

i 

Fig. D.1. General scheme for gene placement using Translocation-B 
chromosomes. 
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cover all 20 maize chromosome arms. The T-B male parents are hyperploid, 

recognized as such because they are in a background that results in a mutant 

endosperm when hypoploid. In non-informative crosses, either the wrong T-B 

stock is used or else the female parent is homozygous wild-type. The 

probability of the female being heterozygous is usually 67% in a self-pollinated 

ear. For all seed factors, all ears should express the normal phenotype, except 

for those crossed by the T-B stock that has the loci of interest on the 

translocated chromosome arm. Because the female carrying the mutant allele 

also carries the wild-type allele, one would expect 50% of the F1 progeny in this 

informative cross to receive the mutant allele. Therefore, only half of the plants 

would be expected to segregate for mutant kernels, in which case ears of this 

cross will segregate for mutant kernels with one or the other kernel components 

mutant. The percentage of mutant embryos with wild-type endosperm should 

be slightly greater than that for wild-type embryos with mutant endosperm (60% 

to 40% of the mutant kernels, respectively) due to preferential fertilization of the 

embryo by the hyperploid sperm (Rhoades, 1948). The expected result from the 

critical cross would be six genotypic classes and three phenotypic classes. 

However, if either wild-type component is able to rescue the mutant component 

of the kernel, then mutant kernels may not be produced or recognized. 

D.2 Supplementary (F2) Method 

If genes are located proximal to available B-A translocations, either 

between the centromere and the breakpoint of the B-A translocation, then they 

cannot be uncovered in the hemizygous condition by the basic set of simple 

T-B (translocation B) stocks. The supplemental method involves self-pollinating 

plants monosomic for part of the chromosome arm. If the gene of interest 
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resides proximal to the B region, then most, if not all, resulting kernels will be 

mutant. This skewed ratio towards the mutant phenotype (both components 

simultaneously) is due to the non-viability of pollen grains containing the AB 

chromosome and is manifested in reduced transmission. 

D.3 Mapping Dks8 

Chromosome arm location of the Dks8 gene would be useful for a 

number of reasons. Due to the many hundreds of defective kernel mutants 

recovered following chemical mutagenesis (Neuffer and Sheridan, 1980), 

allelism testing can be a very large project. Hence, it is important to locate the 

gene of interest to a chromosome arm to eliminate allelism tests between dks8 

heterozygotes and individuals with defective genes located to other 

chromosome arms. Moreover, complementation tests could be more profitably 

performed with mutants with diverse and unexpected phenotypes, which map 

close to the gene of interest and may otherwise escape consideration. Another 

advantage to mapping the gene is to set up crosses with markers to provide 

evidence for meiotic drive. Finally, as a fringe benefit, mapping the Dks8 gene 

using the T-B method would allow one to test the hypothesis that the reduced 

endosperm in dks8 seed is a secondary effect of the mutant embryo's condition, 

since non-concordant kernels will be produced in the informative cross. 

To map Dks8 to chromosome arm, plants grown from wild-type kernels of 

a segregating ear were outcrossed to a subset of the basic Translocation-B (T-

B) stocks, according to the methods of Beckett (1978). The location of the Dks8 

gene was not found. However, the elimination of sites through successful 

crosses of dks8 heterozygotes to T-B stocks narrowed the field of possibilities to 
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less than 50% of the nuclear genome (Table D.1). The only chromosome not 

tested at all was Chromosome 10. 



Table D.1. Results of gene location tests for Dks8, using the T-B methods of Beckett (1978) as well as an 
extension of the supplementary method (described in materials and methods). 

B-A Trans location Arm(s) Uncovered Percent of Nuclear Chromosome Percent of 
designation Genome Tested Chromosome Tested 

TB 1Sb 1S.05 to end 3.7 
89.8

TB 1La 1L.2 to end 9.1 
1 

TB 2Sa ca. 2S.5 to end 6.1 
2 86.7 

TB 1Sb-2L4464 2L.28 to end 4.9 

TB 5La-3Lb 3L.61 to end 2.6 3 19.9 
TB 4Sa 4S.25 to end 5.7 

4 92.9TB 4Lc 4L.15 + .20 to end 4.7 

TB 5Sc 5S.3 to end 3.0 
5 90.5TB 5La 5L.1 to end 5.0 

TB - 6Sa 6S.5 to end 0.6 6 8.4  

TB 7Sc Part of 7S 2.2 7 24.3  

TB 8Lc 8L.24 +.05 to end 3.4 8 70.5  

TB - 9Sb 9S.4 to end 4.3 9 37.5  

55.3 Total 
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